ATTACHMENT A:
APPLICABLE DESIGN GUIDELINES OF CONCERN
350 CORDOVA STREET PROJECT

Central District Specific Plan:
SP1.1 Provide for the functional and visual integration of building, services, vehicular access
and parking, and “outdoor rooms” such as plazas, fore-courts, interior courtyards, and
passages.
SP1.4 Establish clear pedestrian connections on-site that are well- marked and gracious; direct
pedestrians from surface or structured parking to buildings, streets, and public spaces.
SP3.6 Dimension outdoor spaces to human occupation; they should be proportioned to their
surroundings and envisioned use.
UR2.1 Vary residential building plans and facades to avoid monotony and create identity from
building to building, as well as add interest to the street.
UR 1.6 Provide a shallow setback and a minor grade separation between the first floor and
sidewalk where residential uses occupy the ground floor; this will promote privacy and also
accommodate entry porches and stoops.
Design Guidelines for Neighborhood Commercial & Multi-Family Residential Districts
1.4
Ground floors. Ground floors of new buildings should be at or elevated above grade...
Ground-floor residential uses should be raised above adjacent sidewalks. Under no
circumstances should a building be sunken below grade.
2
New buildings should relate to the Public Realm through architectural frontage types that
provide direct access into them and a transition between their private realm and the public realm
of the street.
5.
The design of commercial and residential front yard landscape should contribute to the
creation of a seamless public realm.
5.1
Front yard continuity. The front-yard landscape of new buildings should be continuous
and coordinated with that of existing neighboring ones.
5.3
Berms. The introduction of berms in front yards that are used to screen ground-floor
uses should be avoided.
5.4
Elevated front yards. To the extent possible, front yards should be elevated only in
conjunction with a stoop or terrace frontage type that is coordinated with the building’s
subterranean garage design.
6.2
Definite but incomplete contexts should receive projects in either a contemporary or
traditional style, that demonstrate compatibility with the existing buildings surrounding them.

7.5
Multiple Lot Projects. The massing of projects on combined lots should be broken down
into increments that relate to surrounding buildings. On very large lots, the division of projects
into two or more separate buildings of different type, density, height, and massing is
encouraged.
8.1
Entrances into buildings. New buildings should be entered directly and prominently from
the street through a lobby, or indirectly through a covered or uncovered passage. Entrance
ways and doorways should be clearly identifiable as prominent points of access into buildings
and their form should dominate all other openings…
12.3 Scale. New multi-family courtyard buildings should be designed as simple assemblies of
house-scale forms in a variety of unit combinations and massing compositions.
15.1 Indoor/outdoor relationships. In response to Pasadena’s seasonal climate variations,
building massing and landscaping should provide a balance between access to sunlight and to
shade. Outdoor spaces should be designed to be inviting and useful places. Building elements
such as open air, covered outdoor circulation (loggias, arcades, and porches) and balconies
should be used to minimize the amount of mechanically heated and cooled space and to
expand the building’s useable outdoor area.
16.1 Habitable area. Courtyards and forecourts should be designed to be inviting places that
are useful to their occupants. They should provide a central, flat area that is habitable and
encourages human activity and interaction. This area may be paved, landscaped with a surface
that can be walked on (grass, decomposed granite), or a combination of the two and may be
raised above surrounding walkways.
16.3 Courtyard and forecourt frontage. Ground floor uses _ whether residential or commercial
_ should be accessed through appropriate frontage elements such as porches, arcades,
shopfronts, etc. Windows and doors of dwelling units that front onto courtyards or forecourts
should be designed to maximize the unit’s connection to the courtyard or forecourt, without
compromising privacy.
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Introduction
Background
Euclid Cordova Associates LLC is planning a new residential facility at 250 S. Euclid Avenue, in Pasadena. The architect is
Onyx Architects, and the landscape architect is Armstrong & Walker.
Pasadena has established tree protection guidelines for projects subject to Chapter 8.52 ‘City Trees and Tree Protection’. Two
years ago, a previous study and tree preservation report found that few trees at this location could be safely retained, some
were not safe to retain, and some were not healthy enough to retain. This report identifies the trees in each of those categories
and then provides recommendations to mitigate the risk of trees that can safely be retained
This site is surrounded by other residential properties on all sides, mostly multi-family buildings. Single-story offices occupy
this site. The surrounding walls, internal walls, foundations, and some utilities on site will present limitations on root spread.
They can affect stability whether or not they are removed, but will certainly affect stability if the trees have grown against the
walls or foundations and are relying on them for support.
There are 53 trees, that are 4 inches in trunk diameter or greater on this property. Seventeen adjoining trees on the neighboring
properties are also listed. Recommendations are provided later in the report to help protect any trees to remain. The property
is currently occupied by single story offices surrounded by 53 trees.
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Assignment
Mr. Richard Kale asked that I prepare this interim report to guide designers, architects and engineers on how to save the more
appropriate trees. Small trees below 4" DBH are not considered in this report due to the ease of replacement, lack of value
compared to cost, and lack of City constraints. Their health and structural quality have been evaluated on an A to F standard.
Structural defects are listed. Each of the protected trees on site and each of the street trees have been photographed and
examined on a more detailed level. The following issues will be covered in this report:
Which of the trees should be protected on site during construction regardless of the project?
What size tree protection radius will be required for each protected tree?
How many and which non-protected trees can remain in place or be relocated?
Preservation and protection measures will be recommended as appropriate for the City of Pasadena.
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Executive Summary
Overview of Conditions and Recommendations for Protected Trees
Most of this site will be excavated for an underground garage, leaving only several narrow spaces along the north, east and
south edges of the site where tree can be preserved. Five of the 53 trees on site are street trees in the 3.5-foot wide parkway
along Euclid. Thirteen are protected trees. One more protected tree is off-site, but closely adjoining.
Due to less than professional pruning in past years, of the protected trees only two have good structure, #8 & #16 pines by
Cordova, but #16 cannot be saved. Canary Island pine #9, adjoins #8 with #9, and will make a good pair after some corrective
pruning. Ten protected trees are either removed already or have already been given removal approval by the City. Eighteen
have fair to acceptable structure, mostly olives and Tupidanthus. The five street trees are in such a narrow parkway, the City
would be wise to remove them and widen the parkway, but as City street trees, the decision is entirely theirs.
Though eight of the nine olives are protected and in reasonable health, they are not practical to preserve or transplant. Their
value is less than the cost to replace them with better trees of the same size after construction is complete. However, if the City
would approve the project by saving them, it may make more financial sense. They transplant easily, but only three are in
good health.
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Silk oak #44 is in the narrow planter south of the south driveway. It has been topped, it is codominant, has crowded roots that
have caused the curb to bow out and crack, and the health is also poor with noticeable dieback.
Two of the site trees along Euclid, east of the existing buildings might be saved, #52 olive and #57 jacaranda. The main
purpose of saving them would be to reduce the number of protected trees that need to be removed.
The best protected trees to preserve are the two large Canary Island pines near Cordova, #8 and #9. Both are in good health.
One has good structure and the other fair structure, which could be improved by appropriate pruning.
14 Protected trees
1 Off-site protected
1 Protected, good structure
9 Protected, acceptable structure
3 Protected, poor structure

5 Protected, good health
6 Protected, acceptable health
3 Protected, poor health

4 Reasonable saves (#8, 9, 52, 57)

Overview of Conditions and Recommendations for Non-Protected Trees
Like the street trees, the neighbors’ adjoining trees (#64 - #80) belong to someone else. As a result, they either need to be
given protection, or you need to negotiate with their owner for removal. At this time I cannot recommend anything other than
providing necessary health clearance and protection.
I have eliminated the 5 multi-trunked carrotwoods from consideration, since they are likely to split at the base. The evergreen
pears are eliminated due to short life expectancy and low value. The Brazil peppers are in poor structural condition. One of
the elms (#41) and both jacarandas are eliminated due to poor structure. The ash and the silk oak are also eliminated due to
poor health and structure. The magnolia is in very poor health and should be removed. Even though 4 of the 7 small
Tupidanthus have good health, I also eliminated all 7 from consideration. They are too close to existing buildings to allow
room from transplanting work, they will cost more than they are worth, and the City does not consider them protected.
The Brisbane box is a good tree if it could remain in place, but it can’t. The Victorian box is in adequate condition if it can
remain in place, but it can’t. All six of the Canary Island pines are in fair health and condition, but the ones near the south east
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corner are close together, sparse in the lower portions and should remain as a group, if they remain. The second elm #42 is in
good health and fair condition, but it can’t remain. This leaves very few non-protected trees for further consideration.
Some of the site trees are very close to the existing buildings and that limits how much clearance roots can be given.
Demolition of the existing buildings without damaging the adjoining trees will be more very difficult and expensive.
There is one tree with excellent health, #16 Canary Island pine, but it would need to be transplanted, and there is no place to
store it, and it would be very expensive and risky to transplant. Trees with “poor structure” are on the way to being hazardous
to passersby, or breaking out in strong wind. So few are possible candidates to protect in place, and even less are possible
transplant candidates, i.e. B health or better, but three of those are Canary Island pines, unlike most trees, can have extremely
deep tap roots, which could prevent transplanting. The pines are also so large, it will be very expensive to move, and without
soil studies may not work. In my professional opinion, in this case, transplanting is a desperation move to get City approval.
Pasadena is in a region where occasional very strong Santa Ana winds strain and test the stability of all the trees. In fact 9
years ago the City suffered a sudden rare wind event in which thousands of mature trees were damaged, requiring weeks of
debris removal. Disturbing the root zones of large scale trees with root defects, risks reducing their stability. Being more
exposed to Santa Ana winds, it would be wise to be safe, and have such trees removed. Tall Canary Island pines would have a
significant risk of toppling without serious engineered guying and cabling.
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Findings
General
The site address is 250 S. Euclid Avenue, Pasadena, California. The residential neighborhood surrounding the site is also well
covered with trees. The subject site currently contains 53 trees, five are public trees and in addition there are seventeen nearby
trees on the properties to the west and south. Seven Tupidanthus were excluded because of their small size and being so close
to the existing buildings.
Trees #1 to #5 are public trees in the Euclid parkway. Tree #1 is in the parkway just south of the property line, possibly on the
property line, and very near the existing driveway. There are four Indian laurels in the Euclid parkway, which is only 3.5 feet
wide. While construction can avoid them, this may be an opportunity to correct the mistake of planting them here. The two
larger ficus lean out, but the roots opposite the lean were cut to fix the sidewalk and the roots opposite the lean provide most of
the support. One of the two smaller ficus in the parkway (#4) is low branching, and was never pruned up for use as a street
tree. The one holly oak in the parkway is also leaning out over the street.
The City has already provided permits to remove ten trees: Aleppo pine #19; jacaranda #38; and sycamores #26, 27, 28, 35, 48,
54, 59 and 60. The Aleppo pine has very erratic growth, shallow roots and a large limb tore out. The jacaranda has dieback,
and a torsion crack. The sycamores were topped and critically decayed. Two other non-protected trees were also removed.
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Public and Protected Trees Reasonable to Preserve
Tree
#

Species

DBH

Ht.

N

W

S

E

Health

Structure

Health
Safety
Clearance Clearance

Retain?

1

Ficus m. Nitida

24

42

52

26

18

38

B

D

18

10

Yes

2

Ficus m. Nitida

21

42

33

25

35

37

C

C-

17

8.75

Yes

3

Quercus ilex

13

40

15

14

12

16

A

B

10

5.4

Yes

4

Ficus m. Nitida

8

22

11

12

12

9

A

C-

6

4

Yes

5

Ficus m. Nitida

5

18

4

2

6

6

A

C

4

2

Yes

8

Pinus canariensis

25

25

13

13

12

12

B

B

19

10.4

Yes

9

Pinus canariensis

34

34

18

17

16

17

B

C

26

14.2

Yes

52

Olea europea

10+10

18

12

8

11

11

B

C-

7

6

Maybe

57

Jacaranda mimosifolia

14

28

13

15

12

15

C-

C-

14

5.8

Maybe

75

Platanus racemosa

11

45

3

3

7

3

D

D

11

4.6

Negotiate

Non-Protected Trees Reasonable to Preserve
Tree
Species
#

DBH

Ht.

N

W

S

E

Health

Structure

Health
Safety
Clearance Clearance

Retain?

42

Ulmus parviflora

12

35

13

15

26

11

B

C

9

5

Maybe

49

Pinus canariensis

12

80

6

12

10

8

C

C

9

5

Maybe

50

Pinus canariensis

17

90

7

12

12

12

C

C

13

7.1

Maybe

51

Pinus canariensis

19

90

10

12

7

12

B

C

14

7.9

Maybe

All off site trees, protected or not, must be retained or removal approved by the neighbor.
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Tree Map with Existing Buildings
The map below shows the existing buildings and site trees in green numbers and off-site trees in red numbers.
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Tree Inventory with Full Description
Spread is shown in the four compass direction N (north) W (west) S (south) and E (east).
Tree
#

Species

DBH

Ht.

N

W

S

E

Health

Structure

Comments

Location

Protected

1

Ficus m. Nitida

24

42

52

26

18

38

B

D

St. tree OS Sh 1sRF cod
inc Rinj Lt

Euclid

St tree

2

Ficus m. Nitida

21

42

33

25

35

37

C

C-

St. tree Sh 1sRF cod Rinj
Lt

Euclid

St tree

3

Quercus ilex

13

40

15

14

12

16

A

B

St. tree 1sRF gird leans
over street

Euclid

St tree

4

Ficus m. Nitida

8

22

11

12

12

9

A

C-

St. tree LB

Euclid

St tree

5

Ficus m. Nitida

5

18

4

2

6

6

A

C

St. tree cod mLean

Euclid

St tree

6

Magnolia grandiflora

14.5

30

12

11

12

10

D

C

20% density, Db OL cod

NE corner

Not
protected

7

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

8+8+7

7+8+9

12

9

9

11

B

C

Multi brks Hd DL Sh

Cordova

Not
protected

8

Pinus canariensis

25

25

13

13

12

12

B

B

2long

Cordova

Protected

9

Pinus canariensis

34

34

18

17

16

17

B

C

2long cod

Cordova

Protected

10

Pinus canariensis

19

19

18

9

6sp

16

C

C

1s Cr#11

Cordova

Not
protected

11

Pinus canariensis

22

22

10sp

9

16

20

B

C

Cod top Sh mLean

back west

Not
protected

12

Olea europea

12

12

11

0

14

19

C

C-

mDb Sh TO, 1s leans out

back west

Not
protected
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Tree
#

Species

DBH

Ht.

N

W

S

E

Health

Structure

Comments

Location

Protected

13

Pittosporum
undulatum

8.5

8.5

13

9

9

9

B

C

Cod OL Sh Rinj mLean

back west

Not
protected

14

Fraxinus velutinus

12

32

13

18

18

15

C-

D

Cod inc CrS Db

back west

Not
protected

15

Alnus rhombifolius

12

38

8

3

9

7

D

D

SW corner of parking Db
Sh DL 1sRF

back west

Protected

16

Pinus canariensis

19

65

7

17

8

10

A

B

1sRF mBow

N parking

Not
protected

17

Olea europea

17 @ 1'

18

9

11

9

6

B

C

Hd DL cod Tinj R-epi

N parking

Protected

18

Schinus
terebinthifolius

17

30

12

18

16

16

B

D

Sh cod 2long epi

N parking

Not
protected

20

Olea europea

6+9+8+
10

9+8+10

15

16

13

12

B

C-

Cod Tinj FC Hd Sh

N parking

Protected

21

Pyrus kawakamii

9

18

12

20

7

6

C-

C

Cod DLS 2long

N parking

Not
protected

22

Pyrus kawakamii

9

18

8

14

9

3

C

D

1s cod DLS

N parking

Not
protected

23

Pyrus kawakamii

13

20

11

10

18

12

C-

C-

Lt cod Sh gird Hd DL

N parking

Not
protected

24

Pyrus kawakamii

12

20

17

15

12

18

C

C-

NC cod 1sRF FC Hd DL

N parking

Not
protected

25

Olea europea

8+8+7

18

10

13

7sp

15

C-

D

Cod Lt Cr#24

N parking

Protected

29

Olea europea

7+7+8+
9

20

15

13

14

14

C

C-

Hd OL Lt

inside

Protected

30

Olea europea

7+13@3'

17

13

10

10

12

C

C-

Cod inc FC Db Hd R-epi

inside

Protected
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Tree
#

Species

DBH

Ht.

N

W

S

E

Health

Structure

Comments

Location

Protected

31

Tupidanthus
calyptratus

6

18

6

7

9

9

C

D

Xing pale DL cod inc

inside

Not
protected

32

Olea europea

8+8+9+
9

20

13

14

14

15

C

C-

Cod brk Lt Hd

inside

Protected

33

Tupidanthus
calyptratus

1.5+1+2

18

8

7

8

6

C

C

pale Sh

inside

Not
protected

34

Tupidanthus
calyptratus

3+3+3+
2

12

7

0

8

7

B

C-

1s Cod inc, 1' to bldg

S parking

Not
protected

36

Tupidanthus
calyptratus

3+3+2

18

0

4

9

11

B

D

Cod inc 1s 1' to bldg

S parking

Not
protected

37

Tupidanthus
calyptratus

2+2+1

9

0

5

6

6

B

D

Cod 1s

S parking

Not
protected

39

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

7+8+8

30

13

18

16

11

C-

C

Cod inc Sup Cr#40

S parking

Not
protected

40

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

4+6+5.5

24

13

6

14

11

C-

C-

Hd DL mDb cod inc

S parking

Not
protected

41

Ulmus parviflora

10

28

16

19

12

0

C-

D

Sh TO 1s brk

S parking

Not
protected

42

Ulmus parviflora

12

35

13

15

26

11

B

C

2long Cod

S parking

Not
protected

43

Grevillea robusta

16

55

11

12

15

8

D

D

Sh OL CrR Db top'd

S parking

Not
protected

44

Grevillea robusta

21

60

12

10

12

8

D

D

Cod CrR Db top'd, curb
bow'd

S parking

Protected

45

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

5+10

20

12

16

12

12

C

C-

Sup Cod inc Sh CrR curb
bow'd

S parking

Not
protected

46

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

4+8+9

20

13

17

17

5

C

C-

Sup curb bow'd CrR Hd
DL

S parking

Not
protected
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Tree
#

Species

DBH

Ht.

N

W

S

E

Health

Structure

Comments

Location

Protected

47

Olea europea

7+10

20

10

14

15

11

C

C-

Hd DL Lt TO

S parking

Protected

49

Pinus canariensis

12

80

6

12

10

8

C

C

OL Hd DL Cr#50

E edge

Not
protected

50

Pinus canariensis

17

90

7

12

12

12

C

C

OL top'd DL Cr#51

E edge

Not
protected

51

Pinus canariensis

19

90

10

12

7

12

B

C

Cod top 2long Epi Cr#50

E edge

Not
protected

52

Olea europea

10+10

18

12

8

11

11

B

C-

Top'd epis cod Sup

E edge

Protected

53

Pinus radiata

21

60

15

20

16

18

D

D

Brk Db 2long

E edge

Not
protected

55

Jacaranda mimosifolia

10

28

0

6

20

19

D

D

60⁰ leans out cod DB Dk

E edge

Not
protected

56

Jacaranda mimosifolia

11

28

5

15

21

9

D

C-

Hd DL cod Db

E edge

Not
protected

57

Jacaranda mimosifolia

14

28

13

15

12

15

C-

C-

Hd DL cod Db

E edge

Protected

58

Tupidanthus
calyptratus

3+4+2+
2

16

3

1

9

10

B

C

Sh cod

E edge

Not
protected

61

Lophostemon
confertus

12

30

7

8

10

8

B

C

between 2013 -221 Hd
DL

by 213

Not
protected

62

Tupidanthus
calyptratus

4"b

10

0

8

4

4

C

C

1' to bldg

by 213

Not
protected

63

Schinus
terebinthifolius

13

24

15

10

10

10

C

C-

Cod DL Sh Hd epis

back 213

Not
protected

64

Cinnamomum
camphora

6

30

12

0

18

10

C

C-

OS at NW apts DL 1s
mDb

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected
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Tree
#

Species

DBH

Ht.

N

W

S

E

Health

Structure

Comments

Location

Protected

65

Cinnamomum
camphora

7

30

7

0

10

3

C

C

OS Cod

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected

66

Cinnamomum
camphora

6

30

9

6

3

4

B

C

OS narrow

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected

67

Ulmus parviflora

5+4

24

5

15

15

7

B

C-

OS Cod inc

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected

68

Cinnamomum
camphora

9

30

6

10

14

8

C

C-

OS Leans S.cod mDb 1s

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected

69

Liquidambar
styraciflua

13

50

8

12

8

5

B

B

OS 3' from wall

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected

70

Liquidambar
styraciflua

11

40

4

8

3

5

C-

C-

OS Db lost top 18" to
wall

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected

71

Eucalyptus
polyanthemos

23

80

20

20

20

15

B

C-

OS 2long OL Lt

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected

72

Liquidambar
styraciflua

9

50

2

7

8

8

C

C

OS Sup mDb 18" to wall

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected

73

Liquidambar
styraciflua

7

45

5

3

8

8

C

C

OS cod OL 18" to wall

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected

74

Quercus agrifolia

2

14

4

3

5

4

B

C

OS 2' to wall

Off-site, W
edge

Not
protected

75

Platanus racemosa

11

45

3

3

7

3

D

D

OS 12" to wall, top'd top
dead Leans S.

Off-site, SW
corner

Protected

76

Eucalyptus
polyanthemos

17

60

8

15

20

12

B

C

OS 5' to wall

Off-site, SW
corner

Not
protected

77

Washingtonia robusta

40'th

46

6

6

6

6

A

A

OS 6' to wall

Off-site, South
edge

Not
protected

78

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

7

16

5

4

4

5

D

D

OS 8' to wall, Hd Db
top'd 2Xs+

Off-site, South
edge

Not
protected
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Tree
#

Species

DBH

Ht.

N

W

S

E

Health

Structure

Comments

Location

Protected

79

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

8

18

6

6

6

6

C

D

OS 8' to wall, Hd cod inc
top'd 2Xs+

Off-site, South
edge

Not
protected

80

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

7

14

5

5

5

5

C-

C-

OS 8' to wall, sup DL
cod

Off-site, South
edge

Not
protected
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Analysis
Protected Trees with Poor Health or Structure
Tree
#
15
20
25
29
30
32
44
44
47
*75

Species
Alnus rhombifolia
Olea europea
Olea europea
Olea europea
Olea europea
Olea europea
Grevillea robusta
Grevillea robusta
Olea europea
Platanus racemosa

DBH

Ht.

N

W

S

E

Health

12
6+9+8+10
8+8+7
7+7+8+9
7+13 @ 3'
8+8+9+9
21
21
7+10
11

38
9+8+10
18
20
17
20
60
60
20
45

8
15
10
15
13
13
12
12
10
3

3
16
13
13
10
14
10
10
14
3

9
13
7sp
14
10
14
12
12
15
7

7
12
15
14
12
15
8
8
11
3

D
B
CC
C
C
D
D
C
D

Structure Comments
F
CD
CCCD
D
CD

SW corner of parking Db Sh DL 1sRF
Cod Tinj FC Hd Sh
Cod Lt Cr#24
Hd OL Lt
Cod inc FC Db Hd R-epi
Cod brk Lt Hd
Cod CrR Db top'd, curb bow'd
Cod CrR Db top'd, curb bow'd
Hd DL Lt TO
OS 12" to wall, top'd top dead Leans S.

*Tree #75 is protected, not in good health or structure, but needs to be retained unless arrangements can be made with its owner.
The 16 other protected trees above are in too poor of health to survive the rigors of construction or transplanting, or have such weak
structure they are likely to have higher risk than should be in what will be tight spaces or heavily occupied.
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Non-Protected Trees with Poor Health or Structure
Tree
Species
#

DBH

Ht.

N

W

S

E

Health

Structure Comments

14.5

30

12 11 12 10

D

C

20% density, Db OL cod

6

Magnolia grandiflora

14

Fraxinus velutina

12

32

13 18 18 15

C-

D

Cod inc CrS Db

18

Schinus terebinthifolius

17

30

12 18 16 16

B

D

Sh cod 2long epi

22

Pyrus kawakamii

9

18

8

14

9

3

C

D

1s cod DLS

31

Tupidanthus calyptratus

6

18

6

7

9

9

C

D

Xing pale DL cod inc

36

Tupidanthus calyptratus

3+3+2

18

0

4

9

11

B

D

Cod inc 1s 1' to bldg

37

Tupidanthus calyptratus

2+2+1

9

0

5

6

6

B

D

Cod 1s

41

Ulmus parviflora

10

28

16 19 12

0

C-

D

Sh TO 1s lean brk

43

Grevillea robusta

16

55

11 12 15

8

D

D

Sh OL CrR Db top'd

53

Pinus radiata

21

60

15 20 16 18

D

D

Brk Db 2long

55

Jacaranda mimosifolia

10

28

0

6

D

D

60⁰ leans out cod DB Dk

56

Jacaranda mimosifolia

11

28

5

15 21

D

C-

Hd DL cod Db

20 19
9

The 14 other non-protected trees above are in too poor of health to survive the rigors of construction or transplanting, or have
such weak structure they are likely to have higher risk than should be in what will be tight spaces or heavily occupied
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Removals
About half the trees should be removed due to health or structural issues. The products of two formulas are shown in the
Recommendations section of the report, i.e. Health clearance and Safety clearance. The plans are not complete and the
dimensions between the trunks and construction are only estimated. Designers may want to try to save more trees, and the
formulas show how much clearance each tree will need.
If an adequate health is not present now, the chances of surviving construction related stress is unlikely. The health clearance
is the amount of space the tree will need to retain its health over the next few years, but if there are root spread limitations, not
necessarily indefinitely. The Health clearance radius is based on the International Society of Arboriculture publication “Trees
and Development”, by Matheny and Clark. Their formula considers trunk diameter, age/health, and species. Depending on
the age, health and species, the trunk diameter is multiplied by a factor of 6 times trunk diameter to 18 times trunk diameter.
The species on this site have a range of 6 to 12 times trunk diameter species factor.
If the Safety clearance cannot be provided, the tree needs to be removed. The Safety clearance is based on research by Dr.
Tom Smiley, with Bartlett Tree Research. He cut roots of field grown trees at various distances from the trunks and did pull
tests to see where a significant loss of stability occurred. That occurred at about 3 times trunk diameter. However, when asked
how that should be applied to more urban trees, he recommended never cutting closer than five times trunk diameter. In every
case where five times trunk diameter clearance cannot be maintained, removal is necessary. Interior courtyard trees cannot
have their health or safety clearances met, because of the underground garage.
Only four City “protected native trees” on this site should be retained. Several other non-protected pines along Euclid may be
preserved, #49, 50 & 51. The one alder is nearly dead. Two sample sycamore trees had an aerial decay inspection and testing
performed, and failed. All sycamores have permits for removal.
Although protected olives #17 and 52 could be saved, it would be more reasonable to get new olives if olives are wanted.
They are inexpensive and new ones would probably be better trees. The olives on this property have been topped and poorly
cared for. A new pest and disease complex has killed many olive trees, sweet gums, and red-leaf plums. Sharpshooters,
especially the glassy winged sharpshooter, are spreading a bacterial disease called Pierce’s disease, Xylella fastidiosa. If
olives are used in the new landscape, their numbers should be restricted. The shade of the new taller building should be
considered as well.
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The mallet flowers, Tupidanthus calyptratus, are too small to make boxing, storing and replanting practical or cost effective.
New ones, the same size, would be no more expensive but more likely to survive, assuming they are a good choice for the new
landscape. They are also so close to the building, transplanting would be very difficult.
The remaining jacarandas are awkward in form and not well balanced to allow boxing, storing and replanting successfully.
They also are not attractive or in good health. They would not be appropriate for the front of a new building. They should be
removed.
Overall the option of boxing, storing and replanting is not likely to be of value. To be successfully relocated, the trees need to
be in good health, well balanced, and growing on fairly level ground. The timing is also important. Some more tropical
species, like jacarandas, transplant best in early summer. Conifers and deciduous trees transplant best in late fall or winter.
Construction schedules are seldom well aligned to allow transplanting at the optimal season. Also finding a contractor that is
skilled in transplanting is really limited to three or four companies. Finding a good place to store the trees where water is
available and they are protected from Santa Ana winds is hard, especially in the area around this project.
Euclid Cordova Associates LLC is making a serious effort to allow as many as appropriate trees to remain. Unfortunately
removal and replacement will be the only practical option for most of most these trees on this site. If the goal is to give longer
life to an individual tree, there must be enough space for roots and upper growth in the new setting.

Controlling the Size of the Canopy
It the canopy edges of certain remaining trees need to be pruned to provide working room, it would be preferable to limbs
being broken or the tree being removed. Further topping will create further problems, and must be prevented. Crown
reduction is not the same as topping. When done by professionals, crown reduction is an acceptable method of reducing the
size of the canopy. Topping is the practice or act of cutting large limbs or leaders back severely, without regard to form or
habit of the tree. Cuts are usually made between lateral branch nodes. This practice is extremely injurious to trees, and
promotes decay, as in the case of the previous sycamores.
Crown reduction is reducing the size of the canopy using thinning versus heading cuts. Cuts are just above branches that are at
least one third the diameter of the parent limb or leader just below the cut. The total amount of pruning should not exceed 20
to 25 percent branch removal. This method can also be used to direct growth in a less problematic direction.
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Replacement
The City or the landscape architects will determine where to plant any replacement trees. All replacement trees will be 24”
box or larger, but smaller trees will have fewer root defects and grow faster. Any required mitigation replacements should be
of similar irrigation requirements as any surrounding trees that may be retained. Increased diversity of species would be good
insurance for the remaining trees on this property, as long as every plant on the same irrigation circuit is of the same water
requirements.
The trees on the neighbors’ properties are under their owner’s control, but some should be removed. Many were poor choices
for the crowded space between the wall and the apartments. Trees like the sweet gum, eucalypts, and camphors are already
demonstrating that fact. Removal and replacement should be negotiated with the respective owners.
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City Replacement Requirements
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Specific Construction Impacts
The City guidelines offer protection measures for projects involving construction and require submittal of a tree protection
plan for review and approval. Specifically, the guidelines seek to avoid mechanical injury to tree roots, trunks, or branches;
the compaction of soil; and changes to existing grade, which may expose or suffocate tree roots. The plan must show trees onsite, on the adjacent public property, and any protected tree on adjacent private property that might be impacted by the
proposed project. Please see the above enclosed Tree Map.
To be able to minimize root damage to the trees when excavation or construction occurs nearby, the dripline and clearance
radius prescribed in the Recommendations Matrix must be securely fenced, i.e. with 6’ high chain-link fencing. Removal of
surrounding large trees must limit removal of roots to the area outside the protection zone of any trees to remain. Fence off the
protection zones where possible for as long as possible. Even the landscaping phase can potentially cause severe root damage.
Route all utilities and irrigation lines as far away from trees as possible, and certainly outside the protection zone. During
construction the soil around all retained trees should be kept adequately moist, but not wet. Any utility lines inside the health
clearance radius must be tunneled under the root zone.
Some clearance pruning may be needed, depending on how close they are to the building, and the equipment the contractor
may need, such as a backhoe or excavator. Many of the trees to remain need structural or corrective pruning, which should be
done by a properly licensed, properly equipped, and properly insured tree service, supervised by at least a certified arborist in
the prescribed season.

Human Error
A pre-start meeting with the general contractor, owner, architect, landscape architect, and arborist will reduce potential
mistakes, such as removing or pruning the wrong trees. Specific details of construction can be discussed and balanced by
appropriate protection and prevention measures. Please provide this consultant at least one week notice of the “kick-off
meeting”.
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Tree Hazards
After construction, there is often an increased risk of wind throw. Construction impacts on their root systems and having trees
more exposed to the wind, or exposed from a new direction will necessarily increase tree related risks. A professional risk
assessment should be done following construction to evaluate risk and recommend corrective measures for mitigation.
Risk assessment is a method of trying to objectively measure the risk of falling limbs or whole trees falling over and the risk to
people and property from such failure (ANSI A300, part 9). There are three components to risk assessment: the "Failure
potential"; likelihood of a failed part striking a “target"; and “the consequences". The target rating is based on what is likely to
be hit by the falling part and how often it is exposed. Root injury as a result of construction can weaken the root system
allowing the whole tree to topple over, possibly giving them an increased risk in the “Failure potential” category. After
construction, the trees should be evaluated for risk. I urge you to have the preserved trees evaluated for risk soon after
construction is completed.
This report is prepared in advance of construction. I cannot predict the future condition of the trees after the new building is
ready for occupancy. Other construction related work, such as underground utilities or new paving may impact safety, but are
unknown at this time.
The following photographs are from the original report, and are included for a quick reference to their health and quality.
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Photographic Documentation

#1 Indian laurel street tree. Note lean and crowded scaffolds.

Tree Preservation Guide

Note cut roots by sidewalk.
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#2 Indian laurel street tree. Note lean

Tree Preservation Guide

Note lack of tension roots on sidewalk side.
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#3 Holly oak street tree. Note impacts from parked trucks.

Tree Preservation Guide

Note lean.
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#4 Indian laurel street tree.

Tree Preservation Guide

Note lack of training.
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#5 Indian laurel street tree. Note shallow root.

Tree Preservation Guide

Note narrow parkway.
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#6 Southern magnolia is nearly dead.

Tree Preservation Guide

#7 Multi-trunked carrotwood.
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#8 Canary Island pine

Tree Preservation Guide

#9 Canary Island pine.
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#10 and 11 Canary Island pines.

Tree Preservation Guide

#12 Olive. Note shallow roots.
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#13 Victorian box. Note shallow roots.

Tree Preservation Guide

#14 Modesto ash. Note narrow crotch and included bark.
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#15 White alder. Note dead top.

Tree Preservation Guide

#16 Canary Island pine. Note crowding.
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#17 Olive

Tree Preservation Guide

#20 Olive. Note heading
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#21 Evergreen pear. Note dieback

Tree Preservation Guide

#21, 22 & 23 Evergreen pears – note upper dieback
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#23 Evergreen pear. Note lion-tailing.

Tree Preservation Guide

#24 Evergreen pear. Note lion-tailing and doglegs.
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#24 Evergreen pear. Note 1-sided root flare and possible girdling root.
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#25 Olive
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#29 Olive

Tree Preservation Guide

#29 Olive – note wide spreading root base.
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#30 Olive base

Tree Preservation Guide

#30 Olive
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#31 Mallet flower

Tree Preservation Guide

#32 Olive
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#32 Olive – note break

Tree Preservation Guide

#33 Mallet flower
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#34 Mallet flower

Tree Preservation Guide

#36 Mallet flowe
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#37 Mallet flower

Tree Preservation Guide
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#39 Carrotwood multi-trunk – note included bark at base.

Tree Preservation Guide

#40 Carrotwood multi-trunk – note included bark at base.
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#41 Chinese elm – one limb cut left it 1-sided and bowed out.

Tree Preservation Guide

#42 Chinese elm - is a healthy specimen.
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#43 Silk oak – note dieback.

Tree Preservation Guide

#44 Silk oak – note dieback
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#43 Silk oak – note shallow roots and curb damage.

Tree Preservation Guide

#44 Silk oak – note curb damage
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#45 Carrotwood –multi-trunked, note included bark.

Tree Preservation Guide

#46 Carrotwood –multi-trunked, also suppressed and codominant.
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#47 Olive

Tree Preservation Guide

#47 Olive – note damage to the base.
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#49 & 50 Canary Island pines (from the south)

Tree Preservation Guide
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#49, 50 & 51 Canary Island pines (from the east)

Tree Preservation Guide

#49 & 50 Canary Island pines (from the north)
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#52 Olive – note narrow crotch angles and included bark.
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#55, 56 & 57 Jacarandas – note lean and dieback
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#56 Jacaranda – note lean and dieback.

Tree Preservation Guide

#56 & 57 Jacarandas – note lean and dieback.
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#58 Mallet flower

Tree Preservation Guide
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#61 Brisbane box – good health and structure.

Tree Preservation Guide

#62 Mallet flower
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#63 Brazil pepper

Tree Preservation Guide
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#64 Camphor is off-site

Tree Preservation Guide

#65 Camphor is off-site
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#66 Camphor is off-site

Tree Preservation Guide

#67 Chinese elm is off site
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#68 Camphor is off-site

Tree Preservation Guide

Dead tree
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#69 Sweet gum is off site

Tree Preservation Guide

#70 Sweet gum is off site
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#71 Silver Mt. gum is off site.
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#71 Silver Mt. gum
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#72 Sweet gum is off site

Tree Preservation Guide

Oleander shrubs off site
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#74 Small coast live oak

Tree Preservation Guide

#75 Sycamore & #76 Silver Mt. gum are off site.
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#77 Mexican fan palm is off site to the south.

Tree Preservation Guide

#78 Carrotwood is off site to the south.(in distance)
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#79 Carrotwood is off site to the south.

Tree Preservation Guide

#80 Carrotwood is off site to the southeast.
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#1 Indian laurel street tree maybe slightly south of property line.
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Recommendations
Matrix of Specific Recommendations
Tree
#

Species

DBH

Ht. Health Structure

Health
Clearance

Safety
Clearance

Retain

Location

Protected

1

Ficus m. Nitida

24

42

B

D

18

10

Yes

Euclid

St tree

2

Ficus m. Nitida

21

42

C

C-

17

8.75

Yes

Euclid

St tree

3

Quercus ilex

13

40

A

B

10

5.4

Yes

Euclid

St tree

4

Ficus m. Nitida

8

22

A

C-

6

4

Yes

Euclid

St tree

5

Ficus m. Nitida

5

18

A

C

4

2.1

Yes

Euclid

St tree

6

Magnolia grandiflora

14.5

30

D

C

N/A

6.0

No

NE corner

Not protected

7

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

8+8+7

30

B

C

10

6

No

Cordova

Not protected

8

Pinus canariensis

25

25

B

B

19

10.4

Yes

Cordova

Protected

9

Pinus canariensis

34

34

B

C

26

14.2

Yes

Cordova

Protected
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Tree
#

Species

DBH

Ht. Health Structure

Health
Clearance

Safety
Clearance

Retain

Location

Protected

10

Pinus canariensis

19

19

C

C

14

7.9

Yes

Cordova

Not protected

11

Pinus canariensis

22

22

B

C

17

9.2

Yes

back west

Not protected

12

Olea europea

12

12

C

C-

6

5

No

back west

Not protected

13

Pittosporum
undulatum

8.5

8.5

B

C

7

3.5

Yes

back west

Not protected

14

Fraxinus velutina

12

32

C-

D

10

5

No

back west

Not protected

15

Alnus rhombifolia

12

38

D

D

N/A

N/A

No

back west

Protected

16

Pinus canariensis

19

65

A

B

14

7.9

Yes

N parking

Not protected

17

Olea europea

17@1'

18

B

C

8

7

Maybe

N parking

Protected

20

Olea europea

6+9+8+10

30

B

C-

8

6

No

N parking

Protected

21

Pyrus kawakamii

9

18

C-

C

9

3.75

No

N parking

Not protected

22

Pyrus kawakamii

9

18

C

D

9

3.75

No

N parking

Not protected

23

Pyrus kawakamii

13

20

C-

C-

13

5.4

No

N parking

Not protected

24

Pyrus kawakamii

12

20

C

C-

12

5

No

N parking

Not protected

25

Olea europea

8+8+7

18

C-

D

6

5

No

N parking

Protected

29

Olea europea

7+7+8+9

20

C

C-

8

6

No

inside

Protected

30

Olea europea

7+13@3'

17

C

C-

7

6

No

inside

Protected

31

Tupidanthus
calyptratus

6

18

C

D

6

2.5

No

inside

Not protected

32

Olea europea

8+8+9+9

20

C

C-

8

6

No

inside

Protected

33

Tupidanthus
calyptratus

1.5+1+2

18

C

C

5

3

No

inside

Not protected
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Tree
#
34
36
37
38
39
40

Species
Tupidanthus
calyptratus
Tupidanthus
calyptratus
Tupidanthus
calyptratus
Jacaranda
mimosifolia
Cupaniopsis
anacardioides
Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

DBH

Ht. Health Structure

Health
Clearance

Safety
Clearance

Retain

Location

Protected

3+3+3+2

12

B

C-

7

6

No

S parking

Not protected

3+3+2

18

B

D

6

3

No

S parking

Not protected

2+2+1

9

B

D

5

3

No

S parking

Not protected

28

50

C-

D

N/A

N/A

No

S parking

Protected

7+8+8

30

C-

C

11

6

No

S parking

Not protected

4+6+5.5

24

C-

C-

8

5

No

S parking

Not protected

41

Ulmus parviflora

10

28

C-

D

N/A

N/A

No

S parking

Not protected

42

Ulmus parviflora

12

35

B

C

9

5

Yes

S parking

Not protected

43

Grevillea robusta

16

55

D

D

16

6.7

No

S parking

Not protected

44

Grevillea robusta

21

60

D

D

21

8.75

No

S parking

Protected

5+10

20

C

C-

8

5

No

S parking

Not protected

4+8+9

20

C

C-

9

6

No

S parking

Not protected

7+10

20

C

C-

6

7

No

S parking

Protected

45
46

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides
Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

47

Olea europea

49

Pinus canariensis

12

80

C

C

9

5

Yes

E edge

Not protected

50

Pinus canariensis

17

90

C

C

13

7.1

Yes

E edge

Not protected

51

Pinus canariensis

19

90

B

C

14

7.9

Yes

E edge

Not protected

52

Olea europea

10+10

18

B

C-

7

6

Maybe

E edge

Protected

55

Jacaranda
mimosifolia

10

28

D

D

10

4.2

No

E edge

Not protected
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Tree
#
56
57
58
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Species
Jacaranda
mimosifolia
Jacaranda
mimosifolia
Tupidanthus
calyptratus
Lophostemon
confertus
Tupidanthus
calyptratus
Schinus
terebinthifolius
Cinnamomum
camphora
Cinnamomum
camphora
Cinnamomum
camphora
Ulmus parviflora
Cinnamomum
camphora
Liquidambar
styraciflua
Liquidambar
styraciflua
Eucalyptus
polyanthemos
Liquidambar
styraciflua
Liquidambar
styraciflua
Quercus agrifolia
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DBH

Ht. Health Structure

Health
Clearance

Safety
Clearance

Retain

Location

Protected

11

28

D

C-

11

4.6

No

E edge

Not protected

14

28

C-

C-

14

5.8

Maybe

E edge

Protected

3+4+2+2

16

B

C

7

3

No

E edge

Not protected

12

30

B

C

12

5

No

by 213

Not protected

4"b

10

C

C

4

2

No

by 213

Not protected

13

24

C

C-

12

5.4

No

back 213

Not protected

6

30

C

C-

6

2.5

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected

7

30

C

C

7

2.9

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected

6

30

B

C

6

2.5

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected

5+4

24

B

C-

5

3

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected

9

30

C

C-

9

3.75

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected

13

50

B

B

13

5.4

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected

11

40

C-

C-

11

4.6

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected

23

80

B

C-

18

9.6

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected

9

50

C

C

7

3.75

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected

7

45

C

C

6

2.9

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected

2

14

B

C

2

0.8

Negotiate

W edge

Not protected
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Tree
#

Species

DBH

Ht. Health Structure

Health
Clearance

Safety
Clearance

Retain

Location

Protected

75

Platanus racemosa

11

45

D

D

11

4.6

Negotiate

SW corner

Protected

76

Eucalyptus
polyanthemos

17

60

B

C

13

7.1

Negotiate

SW corner

Not protected

77

Washingtonia robusta

40'th

46

A

A

4

4

Negotiate

South edge

Not protected

7

16

D

D

7

2.9

Negotiate

South edge

Not protected

8

18

C

D

7

3.3

Negotiate

South edge

Not protected

7

14

C-

C-

7

2.9

Negotiate

South edge

Not protected

78
79
80

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides
Cupaniopsis
anacardioides
Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

*Safety Clearance radius is the minimum protection. More is better. Try to also enclose the dripline to protect the limbs. Any
pruning to help a tree canopy fit a space must be done under the supervision of a Certified Arborist.
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General Recommendations
It’s essential that the trees are accurately surveyed entirely independent of any new design, and that the new design is based on
preserving only suitable trees.
Pruning
All pruning must be done under the direct supervision of a Certified Arborist.
Do not prune the street trees without a permit.
Off-site trees owned by the neighbor cannot be pruned without their written permission. So any pruning should be approved
by them well in advance. All pruning must adhere to ANSI A-300, part 1 and the companion ISA Best Management Practices.
Hire the best tree service you can. Do not exceed 20% removal and focus on limbs just below the topping cuts. The primary
goal will be crown restoration, and it will take several years of a consistent program.
Street Tree Protection
All trees located between the curb face and the property line are publicly maintained trees, and are protected by the City of
Pasadena’s municipal code. Before doing any work on these trees, contact Forestry Operations at 626-744-4321.
Additional Pruning Notes
The City mentions ISA pruning standards, which are included and have been largely replaced by the broader more widely
accepted ANSI A-300, part 1 standards and the companion publication, ISA Best Management Practices. The City also
mentions the “ANZI 133.1” standard, which applies to safe work practices. The tree service that is hired to prune your trees
should have workers compensation and general liability insurance, license and equipment. They must provide a certified
arborist from their company to supervise the pruning of the trees according to the matrix above, the recommendations matrix
and ANSI A-300 standards.
The first pruning should be primarily for equipment and construction clearance needs. All other pruning after construction
should be for essential structural needs and done in the appropriate season. Any aesthetic pruning should be delayed for at
least one year and until the trees show healthy growth and recovery from construction impacts.
Pruning does not “balance out” root loss relative to the trees’ hydration after construction. However, pruning may be needed
to help balance weight and wind load if tension roots have been cut inside the health clearance radius. Nothing will help
sufficiently if roots are cut inside the safety clearance radius.
Protective Fencing - 6’ high chain link fencing must be placed outside the clearance limits, and outside the dripline if possible.
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A thinning cut removes a branch at its
point of attachment or shortens it to a lateral large
enough to assume the terminal role. Thinning
opens up a tree, reduces weight on heavy limbs,
can reduce the tree's height, and retains the tree's
natural form. Thinning cuts are part of crown
reduction or can be considered the same as drop
crotching.
When drop-crotching or thinning out a
branch or leader, the lateral to which it is cut
should be at least one-third the diameter of the cut
being made. Removal of branches throughout the
head of a tree in this manner in called thinning
and allows wind to pass through with less
resistance and less chance of toppling the tree.
Removal of leader(s) in this fashion is considered
crown reduction.
Heading cuts remove branches leaving a
stub or a branch too small to assume the terminal
role. This type of cut results in vigorous, weakly
attached sprouts that need more frequent pruning
and leave the tree looking unnatural and
malformed. These suckers or water sprouts as
they're sometimes called are more likely to blow
out of the trees in the Santa Ana winds.
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Alternate Methods of Determining the Tree Protection Zone
There are several methods of determining the space needed for tree protection. Drip line is often used, but you must be aware
of the tree's lean or any other physical factors that force roots into a certain direction. The most important roots are opposite
the lean of a tree. Following dripline would be just the wrong thing to do for leaning trees, as many of these trees are. What
about the larger trees with narrow or upright habits? Drip line is not effective in these cases and will only protect the canopy
and trunk, but not sufficient roots.
Dr. Clark, one of the authors of the main textbook, Arboriculture, uses a diameter method that allows six inches of radius for
every inch of trunk diameter for trees with good construction tolerance up to 20 % of life expectancy. See Trees &
Development, page 74, by Matheny and Clark. For trees that are over 20% of life expectancy, allow nine inches for every inch
of trunk diameter. Over mature trees will need a full foot for every diameter - inch. If the tree is known to be only moderately
tolerant to construction impacts, add 3 inches per diameter inch to these distances. If the tree has a poor tolerance, e.g.
walnuts, add 6 inches. If you take this to the maximum, you would allow 1.5 feet of radius for every inch of trunk diameter to
be on the safe side. This is my preferred method of forming a protection zone.
Since one of the sycamores and several other trees are one-sided or leaning, we should in no case lower the City standard,
instead we should increase it to cover both drip line and the root protection radius as determined by the method described in
Trees and Development, by Clark and Matheny (page 74). The matrix above shows the minimum “root protection radius”.
More is better.
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Tree Preservation Specifications
1. Protection Barrier: A protection barrier shall be installed around the tree or trees to be preserved. The barrier shall be
constructed of durable fencing material, such as chain-link fencing. The barrier shall be placed as far from the base of the
tree(s) as possible, at least 1-foot per inch of trunk diameter and beyond the drip-line. The fencing shall be maintained in good
repair throughout the duration of the project, and shall not be removed, relocated, or encroached upon without permission of
the arborist involved.
2. Storage of Materials: There shall be NO storage of materials or supplies of any kind within the area of the protection
barriers. Concrete and cement materials, block, stone, sand and soil shall not be placed within the drip-line of the tree.
3. Fuel Storage: Fuel storage shall NOT be permitted within 150 feet of any tree to be preserved. Refueling, servicing and
maintenance of equipment and machinery shall NOT be permitted within 150 feet of protected trees.
4. Debris and Waste Materials: Debris and waste from construction or other activities shall NOT be permitted within
protected areas. Wash down of concrete or cement handling equipment, in particular, shall NOT be permitted within 150 feet
of protected trees.
5. Planting near Trees Designated for Protection: Any digging within designated protection zones shall done using supersonic
air (AirSpade or AirKnife) directly as the digging medium, by means of a nozzle, whose nominal rated input pressure
(available from manufacturer’s literature) must not exceed 130 psig (pounds per square inch at gage) unless otherwise
approved. Nozzles designed for input above 130 psig can damage fine roots and are not recommended. Air compressors rated
between 100 to 125 psig recommended.
6. Grade Changes: Any grade changes proposed should be approved by a Registered Consulting Arborist before construction
begins, and precautions taken to mitigate potential injuries. Grade changes can be particularly damaging to trees. Even as
little as two inches of fill can cause the death of a tree. Lowering the grade can destroy major portions of a root system.
7. Damages: Any tree damages or injuries should be reported to the project arborist as soon as possible. Severed roots shall
be pruned cleanly to healthy tissue, using proper pruning tools. Broken branches or limbs shall be pruned according to
International Society of Arboriculture Pruning Guidelines and ANSI A-300 Pruning Standards.
8. Preventive Measures: Before construction begins, irrigation and fertilization of the affected trees is recommended to
improve tree vigor and health. Soil analysis testing should be completed to assure fertilization with the appropriate fertilizer
products. Pruning of the tree canopies and branches should be done at the direction of the project arborist to remove any dead
or broken branches, and to provide the necessary clearances for the construction equipment.
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Appendix
A. Resume
B. Location Aerial Map
C. City Tree Preservation Guidelines
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A. RESUME:
PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATIONS:

EXPERIENCE:

GREGORY W. APPLEGATE, ASCA, ASLA

American Society of Consulting Arborists, Registered Consulting Arborist #365
American Society of Consulting Arborists, Tree & Plant Appraisal Qualfied
International Society of Arboriculture, Certified Arborist Number WC-180a
International Society of Arboriculture, Tree Risk Assessment Qualified
Mr. Applegate is an independent consulting arborist. He has been in the horticulture field since 1963, providing
professional arboricultural consulting since 1984 within both private and public sectors. His expertise includes appraisal,
tree preservation, diagnosis of tree growth problems, construction impact mitigation, environmental assessment, expert
witness testimony, hazard evaluation, pruning programs, species selection and tree health monitoring.
Mr. Applegate consults for insurance companies, builders, developers, theme parks, homeowners, homeowners’
associations, architects, landscape architects, contractors, property managers, attorneys and governmental bodies.
Notable projects on which he has consulted are: Disneyland, Disneyland Hotel, DisneySeas-Tokyo, Disney’s Wild Animal
Kingdom, the New Tomorrowland, Disney’s California Adventure, Disney Hong Kong project, Knott’s Berry Farm, Tustin
Ranch, Getty Museums, Newport Coast, Crystal Court, Newport Fashion Island Palms, Bixby Ranch Country Club, Playa
Vista, Laguna Canyon Road and Myford Road for The Irvine Company, MTA various projects, MWD-California Lakes,
Paseo Westpark Palms, Cal Tech, Cal State Long Beach, Mt. Saint Mary’s College, Pierce College, The Irvine
Concourse, UCI, USC, UCLA, LA City College, WLA City College LA Trade Tech, Crafton Hills College, LoyolaMarymount campus, and the State of California review of the Landscape Architecture License exam (plant materials).

EDUCATION:

PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS:

COMMUNITY
AFFILIATIONS:

Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture,
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona 1973
Arboricultural Consulting Academy (by ASCA)
Arbor-Day Farm, Kansas City 1995
Continuing Education Courses in Arboriculture
required to maintain Certified Arborist status and for registration
American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA), Emeritus
American Society of Consulting Arborists (ASCA), Registered Member
International Society of Arboriculture (ISA), Certified Member
International Palm Society – sustaining member
California Tree Failure Report Program, UC Davis, Participant
Street Tree Seminar (STS), Member
Guest lecturer at Cal Poly, UCLA extension, Saddleback College, & Palomar Junior College
Landscape Architecture License Exam, Reviewer, Cal Poly Pomona (1986-90)
American Institute of Landscape Architects (L.A.) Board of Directors (1980-82)
California Landscape Architect Student Scholarship Fund – Chairman
(1985)
International Society of Arboriculture – Examiner-tree worker certification (1990)
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B Location Aerial Map
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C City Tree Preservation Guidelines
Tree protection guidelines are established for projects subject to Chapter 8.52 ‘City Trees and Tree Protection’ and for projects
which compliance with the Tree Protection Guidelines is a condition of approval. Specifically, the guidelines seek to avoid
negative impacts that may occur during construction such as:
Mechanical injury to roots, trunks or branches
Compaction of soil
Changes to existing grade which may expose or suffocate roots
Definitions for standardized terms and diagrams are included in the guidelines
A. General Requirements
Applicants may be asked to place a construction bond in the amount of the assessed value of the tree(s) as determined using the
most recent version of the International Society of Arboriculture guide to plant appraisal. In addition, fees for three years of
maintenance may be required. The bond will be returned to the applicant upon successful completion of the project and upon
verification that the trees have not sustained damage during construction. If damage has been sustained during construction,
the City Manager or designee may hold the bond for an additional period of time.
Violations to the Tree Protection Plan may result in fines assessed per day and imposed per violation, and the potential
generation of a stop work order on the construction project.
The tree protection plan may include written recommendations for the health and long-term welfare of the trees during the preconstruction, demolition, construction, and post-construction development phases. Notes on the plans would include specifics
on avoiding injury, damage treatment and inspections of protected trees.
B. Root Protection Zone
Protective chain-link fencing with an access gate of minimal width should be installed at the Root Protection Zone of protected
trees and approved in place by staff prior to the commencement of any construction, or demolition.
The protection zone should be irrigated sufficiently with clean potable water to keep the tree in good health and vigor before,
during, and after construction. This may mean deeply soaking the ground periodically.
No construction staging or disposal of construction materials or byproducts including but not limited to paint, plaster, or
chemical solutions is allowed in the Root Protection Zone.
The Root Protection Zone should not be subjected to flooding incidental to the construction work.
All work conducted in the ground within the Root Protection Zone of any protected tree should be accomplished with hand
tools, unless an AirSpade is utilized. Trenches in the Root Protection Zone should instead be tunneled, or completed with an
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AirSpade to avoid damage to small feeder roots within the root protection zone. Information regarding AirSpades is available
from staff (or this consultant).
Where structural footings are required and major roots (over 3” in diameter) will be impacted, the engineer of record should
submit acceptable footing design alternatives and or location alternatives to staff before proceeding with further plan review.
Where more than 50% of the root zone is impacted or roots greater than 3 inches in diameter are to be removed within four feet
of the trunk, the engineer of record should submit acceptable design alternatives to staff for review.
Any required trenching should be routed in such a manner as to minimize root damage. Radial trenching (radial to the tree
trunk) is preferred as it is less harmful than tangential trenching. Construction activity should be diverted from the Root
Protection Zone. Cutting of roots should be avoided (i.e. place pipes and cables below uncut roots). Wherever possible and in
accordance with applicable code requirements, the same trench should be used for multiple utilities.
“Natural” or pre-construction grade should be maintained in the Root Protection Zone. At no time during or after construction
should soil be in contact with the trunk of the tree above the basal flair.
In areas where the grade around the protected tree will be lowered, some root cutting may be unavoidable. Cuts should be
clean and made at right angles to the roots. When practical, cut roots back to a branching lateral root.
When removing existing pavement in the Root Protection Zone, avoid the use of heavy equipment, which will compact and
damage the root system. (If heavy equipment is needed, they must be track-mounted.)
If staff requires mulch in the Root Protection Zone the mulch materials and location should be shown on the plan. Larger
projects will require construction staging plans to indicate where materials will be stored and how the equipment will move in
and around the property to minimize damage to the Root Protection Zone and tree canopies. Root damage and soil compaction
may be mitigated in some cases by using plywood and/or mulch in the Root Protection Zone.
C. Pruning
Pruning of all trees should be in accordance with industry standards (International Society of Arboriculture or ANZI 133.1) sic.
(S/B ANSI A-300, part 1)
Pruning of oaks should be limited to the removal of dead wood and the correction of potentially hazardous conditions, as
evaluated by a (risk assessment) qualified arborist. Excessive pruning is harmful to oaks (and most other trees). Removal or
reduction of major structural limbs should be done only as required for actual building clearance or safety. If limbs must be
removed, cuts should be made perpendicular to the branch, to limit the size of the cut face. The branch bark collar should be
preserved (i. e. no “flush cuts”), and cuts should be made in such a way as to prevent the tearing of bark from the tree.
Pruning of trees other than oaks should be limited to the removal or reduction of major structural limbs and should be done
only as required for actual building clearance or safety. (Avoid removal of major structural limbs) If limbs must be removed,
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cuts should be made perpendicular to the branch, to limit the size of the cut face. The branch bark collar should be preserved
(i. e. no “flush cuts”), and cuts should be made in such a way as to prevent the tearing of bark from the tree.
Landmark Trees must be pruned by or under the direction of a qualified arborist. (No landmark trees are on this property.)
D. Inspections
Inspection of Protective Fencing: City staff may require inspection of fencing to verify placement and approval of materials
prior to the commencement of construction.
Pre-construction meeting: City staff may require an on-site pre-construction meeting with the contractor and or applicant to
discuss tree protection with the site supervisor, grading equipment contractors, and demolition crew.
Inspection of rough grading: City staff my require inspection to ensure protected trees will not be injured by compaction, cut
or fill, drainage and trenching activities.
Special Activity in the Tree Protection Zone: City staff may require the direct on-site supervision of work in the tree protection
zone.
Periodic Inspections: City staff may require inspections verifying adherence to tree protection measures during the on-going
construction process. Allow a minimum of 48 hours for scheduling inspections.
E. Definitions
•
•
•

•
•

Basal flair or root crown means the tree trunk where it emerges from the root system and flairs out to create the base of the tree.
Canopy means the area of a tree that consists primarily of branches and leaves.
Dripline means the outermost area of the tree canopy (leafy area of tree).
Certified Arborist means an individual who has demonstrated knowledge and competency through obtainment of the current
International Society of Arboriculture arborist certification, or who is a member of the American Society of Consulting Arborists.
Root Protection Zone means the area within a circle with a radius equal to the greatest distance from the trunk to any overhanging
foliage in the tree canopy.
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Assumptions & Limiting Conditions
1.

Any legal description provided to this consultant is assumed to be correct. Any titles and ownerships to any property are assumed to be good and
marketable. No responsibility is assumed for matters legal in nature. Any and all property is evaluated as though free and clear, under responsible
ownership and competent management.

2.

It is assumed that any property is not in violation of any applicable codes, ordinances, statutes, or other governmental regulations.

3.

Care has been taken to obtain as much information as possible from reliable sources. Data has been verified insofar as possible. However, the
consultant can neither guarantee nor be responsible for the accuracy of information provided by others.

4.

This consultant shall not be required to give testimony or attend court by reason of this report unless subsequent contractual arrangements are made,
including payment of an additional fee for such services as described in the fee schedule or contract of engagement.

5.

Unless required by law otherwise, possession of this report or a copy thereof does not imply right of publication or use for any purpose by any other
than the person to whom it is addressed, without the prior expressed written or verbal consent of this consultant.

6.

Unless required by law otherwise, neither all nor any part of this report or a copy thereof, shall be conveyed by anyone, including the client, to the
public through advertising, public relations, new, sales or other media without the prior expressed written consent of this consultant - particularly as
to value conclusions, identity of the consultant, or any reference to any professional society or institute or to any initialed designation conferred
upon this consultant as stated in his qualifications.

7.

Sketches, drawings, and photographs in this report, being intended as visual aids, are not necessarily to scale and should not be construed as
engineering or architectural reports or surveys unless expressed otherwise. The reproduction of any information generated by architects, engineers,
or other consultants on any sketches, drawings, or photographs is for the express purposes of coordination and ease of reference only. Inclusion of
said information on any drawings or other documents does not constitute a representation by Arborgate Consulting, Inc. as to the sufficiency or
accuracy of said information.

8.

Unless expressed otherwise: 1) information contained in this report covers only those items that were examined and reflects the condition of those
items at the time of inspection; and 2) the inspection is limited to visual examination of accessible items without dissection, excavation, probing, or
coring. There is no warranty or guarantee, expressed or implied, that problems or deficiencies of the plants or property in question may not arise in
the future.

9.

Loss or alteration of any part of this report invalidates the entire report.

10. This consultant did not survey the tree locations. Tree tag numbers were added to the existing map.
11. Measurements are subject to typical margins of error, considering the oval or asymmetrical cross-section of most trunks.
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Certification
I, Gregory W. Applegate, certify to the best of my knowledge and belief:
That the statements of fact contained in this report, are true and correct. That the report analysis, opinions, and
conclusions are limited only the reported assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal unbiased
professional analysis, opinions and conclusions.
That I have no present or prospective interest in the vegetation that is the subject of this report, and I have no personal
interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.
That my compensation is not contingent upon a reporting that favors the cause of the client or the attainment of
stipulated result.
That my analysis, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the
standards of arboricultural practice.
That I have made a personal inspection of the plants that are the subject of this report. No one provided significant
professional assistance to the person signing this report.

Gregory W. Applegate_________________________________ Date 9-18-2020
Registered Consulting Arborist #365
Tree Risk Assessment Qualified
Certified Arborist WC-0180a
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Disclaimer
Arborists are tree specialists who use their education, knowledge, training and experience to examine trees, recommend
measures to enhance the beauty and health of trees, and attempt to reduce the risk of living near trees. Clients may
choose to accept or disregard the recommendations of the arborist, or seek additional advice.
Arborists cannot detect every condition that could possibly lead to the structural failure of a tree. Trees are living
organisms that may fail in ways we do not fully understand. Conditions are often hidden within trees and below
ground. Arborists cannot guarantee that a tree will be healthy or safe, or fail for that matter, under all circumstances, or
for a given period of time. Likewise, remedial treatments, like any medicine, cannot be guaranteed.
Treatments, pruning and removal of trees may involve considerations beyond the scope of the arborist’s services such
as property boundaries, property ownership, sight lines, disputes between neighbors, landlord-tenant matters, etc.
Arborists cannot take such issues into account unless complete and accurate information is given to the arborist. The
person hiring the arborist accepts full responsibility for authorizing the recommended treatment or remedial measures.
Trees can be managed, but they cannot be controlled. To live near a tree is to accept some degree of risk. The only
way to eliminate all risks is to eliminate all trees.
This consultant does not verify the safely or health of any tree for any period of time. Construction activities are
hazardous to trees and cause many short and long-term injuries, which can cause trees to die or topple.
Even when every tree is inspected, inspection involves sampling; therefore some areas of decay or weakness may be
missed. Weather, winds and the magnitude and direction of storms are not predictable and some failures may still
occur despite the best application of high professional standards.
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Glossary
ANSI-A300

American National Standards Institute performance standards for the care and maintenance of trees, shrubs
and other woody plants. in the United States, industry-developed, national consensus standards of practice for
tree care.

ANSI-Z60-1

American National Standards Institute standards sizing and describing trees, shrubs and other nursery stock.

ANSI Z-133.1

American National Standards Institute safety requirements for pruning, trimming, repairing, maintaining,
removing trees and cutting brush. In the United States, industry-developed, national consensus safety
standards of practice for tree care...

AirSpade/AirKnife

Pneumatic device that directs a jet of highly compressed air to excavate soil. Used within the root zone of
trees to avoid or minimize damage to the roots, or near underground structures such as pipes and wires.

Arboricultural

Pertaining to the awareness, care, evaluation, identification, growing, maintenance, management, planting,
selection, treatment, understanding, valuation and so forth of trees and other woody plants and their growing
environments, particularly in shade and ornamental (non-crop/commodity) settings.

Arborist

A person possessing the technical competence through experience and related training to provide for or
supervise the management of trees or other woody plants in a landscape setting.

ASCA

The American Society of Consulting Arborists, Inc. a professional society, as described in its by-laws.

Bark

Tissue on the outside of the vascular cambium. Bark is usually divided into inner bark - active phloem and
aging and dead crushed phloem - and outer bark.

Basal flair (root crown)

the part of the tree trunk where it emerges from the root system and flairs out to create the base of the tree.

Botanical name

The Latin binomial by which a plant species is known. Same as Latin or Scientific Name. It consists of
genus and specific epithet. Each species has only one valid botanical name worldwide.
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Caliper

Diameter of a nursery-grown or small size tree trunk. Larger trees are usually measured at 4ð feet (see DBH)
Trees with calipers 4 inches and below are measured at 6 inches above grade(ANSI Z60-1-1990) Trees above
4 inches, but still transplantable are measured at 12 inches above grade.

Canopy

The part of the tree that consists of branches and leaves for an individual or collective group of trees,

Certified Arborist

an individual who has demonstrated knowledge and competency through obtainment of the current
International Society of Arboriculture arborist certification.

Codominant

Leaders equal in size and relative importance, developed from 2 apical buds at the top of a stem. Each
codominant stem is an extension of the stem below it. There are no branch collars or trunk collars at the bases
of codominant stems.

Common name

One or more names in the local language for a plant. The same plant can be known by many different
common names, varying widely by location.

Compaction

(Soil Compaction) The compression of soil, causing a reduction of pore space and an increase in the bulk
density of the soil. Tree roots cannot grow in compacted soil.

Crown class

The relative size of individual trees in relation to others in the stand, usually termed dominant, codominant,
intermediate, or suppressed

Crown

The upper portions of a tree or shrub, including the main limbs, branches, and twigs.

Crown reduction

Reducing the size of the canopy using thinning versus heading cuts. Should not exceed 20 to 25
percent branch removal.

Crown restoration

Restoration of natural and/or structurally sound form to a tree which has been previously topped,
headed or damaged. (synonoym – crown restructure pruning)

DBH

Diameter of the trunk, measured at breast height or 54 inches above the average grade. Syn. = caliper.

Decay

Progressive deterioration of organic tissues, usually caused by fungal or bacterial organisms, resulting in loss
of cell structure, strength, and function. In wood, the loss of structural strength.

Decline

Progressive reduction of health or vigor of a plant.

Dripline

A projected line on the ground that corresponds to the spread of branches in the canopy; the farthest spread of
branches.

Fertilization

The process of adding nutrients to a tree or plant; usually done by incorporating the nutrients into the soil, but
sometimes by foliar application or injection directly into living tissues.

Foliage

The live leaves or needles of the tree; the plant part primarily responsible for photosynthesis.

Fruit

A ripened ovary, together with any other parts which may develop with it, containing one, two or more seeds.
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Gall

An abnormal, disorganized growth of plant tissues, caused by parasitic or infectious organisms such as
insects, fungi, bacteria, or viruses.

Grading

Also Regrading. Intentional altering of topography and soil levels, using machinery.

Hardscape

The sidewalk, curb, gutter, paving or other concrete permanent features.

Heading

Pruning techniques where the cut is made to a bud, weak lateral branch or stub.

Included bark

The pattern of development at branch junctions where bark is turned inward rather than pushed out forming a
branch bark ridge.

Limb

A large lateral branch growing from the main trunk.

Mulch/mulching

Substances spread on top of the ground to conserve water, protect against erosion, retain moisture, and protect
the roots of trees from heat, cold or drought. The substances are typically organic, such as compost or bark
chips.

Naturalized

A new, introduced plant which is successfully adjusted to a new environment.

Resistograph

An instrument used to detect and measure the extent of decay in trees and wood. The resistograph drills a 3
mm hole into the trunk and produces a graph of the resistance encountered.

Root crown

Area at the base of a tree where the roots and stem merge (synonym - root collar)

Root system

The portion of the tree containing the root organs, including buttress roots, transport roots, and fine absorbing
roots; all underground parts of the tree.

Root zone

The area and volume of soil around the tree in which roots are normally found. May extend to three or more
times the branch spread of the tree, or several times the height of the tree.

Root protection zone

the area within a circle with a radius equal to the greatest distance from the trunk to any overhanging foliage
in the tree canopy.

Scaffold limb

Primary structural branch of the crown.

Shigometer

An electrical instrument developed by Dr. Alex Shigo at the USDA. Used for measuring decay and stress
levels in trees as a function of electrical resistance to a pulsed current.

Shrub

A relatively low woody plant with several stems arising near the ground.

Sprout

Also water sprout. A shoot or stem that grows from the bark of a tree; adventitious or secondary growth.

Stress

"Stress is a potentially injurious, reversible condition, caused by energy drain, disruption, or blockage, or by
life processes operating near the limits for which they were genetically programmed." Alex Shigo
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Sudden limb drop

An otherwise sound and well-attached branch that is dropped in calm air, usually during warm, dry weather.
Also referred to as "High temperature limb drop".

Tap root

A primary root that more or less enlarges and grows downward

Target

Any person or object within reach of a falling tree or part of a tree that may be injured or damaged.

Topping

The practice of cutting large limbs back severely, without regard to form or habit of the tree. Cuts are usually
made between lateral branch nodes. This practice is extremely injurious to trees, and promotes decay.

Vigor

Active, healthy growth of plants: ability to respond to stress factors.
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July 6, 2021
Mr. Richard Kale
Regency Park Senior Living, Inc.
Euclid Cordova Associates LLC
150 S. Los Robles Avenue
Suite 480
Pasadena, CA 91101
Re: Addendum to Tree Preservation Report, 250 S. Euclid Avenue
Dear Mr. Kale:
Thank you for asking Arborgate Consulting to outline the need for changes to the previous tree
preservation report.
The sycamores that were previously planned for preservation were tested and shown to have
decay and other structural defects that make them risky to preserve.
In order to maintain the goal of preserving four protected trees, three protected olives and one
silk oak are now designated to be protected in place and preserved into the future design. The
three olives are #17. 20, and 25. The silk oak is #44 near the parking entry.
As before, these trees are in close proximity to demolition and construction work. In addition to
close supervision, some sort of protective framework and covering may be needed, especially
during times the work is over or adjacent to the trees.
Certainly, during demolition close supervision will be needed to assure the right trees are
removed, falling structure parts fall the right way, and that there is good dust control and rinsing.
During construction dust control must continue, sufficient irrigation provided, the grade must be
maintained, equipment kept at a safe distance, pollutants kept out of the root zone, and physical
protection provided for the upper-structure of the trees.
Small amounts of pruning (<20%) may be needed to provide for construction clearance. All
pruning must be done under the direct supervision of at least a certified arborist by a licensed
tree service, and must be focused solely on providing clearance, no thinning or . No cuts over 2inch diameter may be made. The cuts must be reduction cuts at a secondary branch of sufficient
size to be the continuation of the parent branch or limb.

ARBORGATE CONSULTING, INC.

Arboriculture & Horticulture
1131 Lucinda Way, Tustin, CA 92780, Ph. 714.731.6240, Cell: 714.292.7184,

Fax 714.731.6138

Page 2

The trees will be at courtyard level. Anything that can be done to maintain good direct and
reflective light levels to their canopies, regarding the painting or cladding of the interior walls,
should be planned and provided by the architects and designers.
This consultant has not been retained to provide close supervision, but will be available for
various RFIs and they come up.
Now is the best time to discuss any known concerns. Call me at 714-292-7184, but an e-mail
would be preferred (greg@arborgate.occoxmail.com)
Respectfully submitted,

Arborgate Consulting, Inc.
Greg Applegate, ASCA, ASLA
Registered Consulting Arborist #365
Enclosures

ARBORGATE CONSULTING, INC.

Arboriculture & Horticulture
1131 Lucinda Way, Tustin, CA 92780, Ph. 714.731.6240, Cell: 714.292.7184,

Fax 714.731.6138

Scientific Name
Tree #

DBH

Height

Spread

24

42

78

R

Y

21

42

58

R

Y

13

40

29

R

Y

8

22

23

R

Y

5

18

6

R

Y

14.5

30

23

X

N

9+8+7

7+8+9

21

X

N

25

25

26

R

N

34

34

35

R

N

19

19

27

X

N

22

22

32

X

N

12

12

11

X

N

8.5

8.5

22

X

N

Common Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Ficus microcarpa Nitida
Indian laurel
Ficus microcarpa Nitida
Indian laurel
Quercus ilex
Holly oak
Ficus m. Nitida
Indian laurel
Ficus m. Nitida
Indian laurel
Magnolia grandiflora
Southern magnolia
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Carrotwood
Pinus canariensis
Canary Island pine
Pinus canariensis
Canary Island pine
Pinus canariensis
Canary Island pine
Pinus canariensis
Canary Island pine
Olea europea
Olive
Pittosporum undulatum
Victorian box

Proposed status Street tree or public
X=remove
tree?
R= remain
Y- yes
N= no
L = relocate
U= unknown

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Fraxinus velutina
Modesto ash
Alnus rhombifolius
White alder
Pinus canariensis
Canary Island pine
Olea europea
Olive
Schinus terebinthifolius
Brazil pepper
Pinus halepensis
Aleppo pine
Olea europea
Olive
Pyrus kawakamii
Evergreen pear
Pyrus kawakamii
Evergreen pear
Pyrus kawakamii
Evergreen pear
Pyrus kawakamii
Evergreen pear
Olea europea
Olive
Platanus racemosa
California sycamore
Platanus racemosa
California sycamore
Platanus racemosa
California sycamore

12

32

31

X

N

12

38

11

X

N

19

65

24

X

N

17@1'

18

20

R

N

17

30

30

X

N

24

50

30

X

N

6+9+8+10

9+8+10

31

R

N

9

18

32

X

N

9

18

22

X

N

13

20

21

X

N

12

20

32

X

N

8+8+7

18

23

R

N

21+24

80

38

X

N

9+9

40

11

X

N

22

85

17

X

N

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Olea europea
Olive
Olea europea
Olive
Tupidanthus calyptratus
Mallet flower
Olea europea
Olive
Tupidanthus calyptratus
Mallet flower
Tupidanthus calyptratus
Mallet flower
Platanus racemosa
California sycamore
Tupidanthus calyptratus
Mallet flower
Tupidanthus calyptratus
Mallet flower
Jacaranda mimosifolia
Jacaranda
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Carrotwood
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Carrotwood
Ulmus parviflora
Chinese elm
Ulmus parviflora
Chinese elm
Grevillea robusta
Silk oak

7+7+8+9

20

28

X

N

7+13@3'

17

23

X

N

6

18

13

X

N

8+8+9+9

20

27

X

N

1.5+1+2

18

15

X

N

3+3+3+2

12

7

X

N

26

75

55

X

N

3+3+2

18

4

X

N

2+2+1

9

5

X

N

28

50

30

X

N

7+8+8

30

31

X

N

4+6+5.5

24

19

X

N

10

28

35

X

N

12

35

28

X

N

16

55

23

X

N

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Grevillea robusta
Silk oak
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Carrotwood
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Carrotwood
Olea europea
Olive
Platanus racemosa
California sycamore
Pinus canariensis
Canary Island pine
Pinus canariensis
Canary Island pine
Pinus canariensis
Canary Island pine
Olea europea
Olive
Pinus radiata
Monterey pine
Platanus racemosa
California sycamore
Jacaranda mimosifolia
Jacaranda
Jacaranda mimosifolia
Jacaranda
Jacaranda mimosifolia
Jacaranda
Tupidanthus calyptratus
Mallet flower

21

60

22

R

N

5+10

20

28

X

N

4+8+9

20

30

X

N

7+10

20

24

X

N

24

85

30

X

N

12

80

18

X

N

17

90

19

X

N

19

90

22

X

N

10+10

18

20

R

N

21

60

35

X

N

22

85

31

X

N

10

28

6

X

N

11

28

20

X

N

14

28

28

R

N

3+4+2+2

16

4

X

N

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Platanus racemosa
California sycamore
Platanus racemosa
California sycamore
Lophostemon confertus
Brisbane box
Tupidanthus calyptratus
Mallet flower
Schinus terebinthifolius
Brazil pepper
Cinnamomum camphora
Camphor
Cinnamomum camphora
Camphor
Cinnamomum camphora
Camphor
Ulmus parviflora
Chinese elm
Cinnamomum camphora
Camphor
Liquidambar styraciflua
Sweet gum
Liquidambar styraciflua
Sweet gum
Eucalyptus polyanthemos
Silver Mt. gum
Liquidambar styraciflua
Sweet gum
Liquidambar styraciflua
Sweet gum
Quercus agrifolia
Coast live oak
Platanus racemosa
California sycamore
Eucalyptus polyanthemos
Silver Mt. gum
Washingtonia robusta
Mexican fan palm
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Carrotwood
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Carrotwood
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Carrotwood

22

90

27

X

N

24

90

50

X

N

12

30

15

X

N

4"b

10

8

X

N

13

24

25

X

N

6

30

12

X

Off site

7

30

7

X

Off site

6

30

15

X

Off site

5+4

24

20

X

Off site

9

30

16

X

Off site

13

50

20

X

Off site

11

40

12

X

Off site

23

80

40

X

Off site

9

50

9

X

Off site

7

45

8

X

Off site

2

14

7

X

Off site

11

45

6

X

Off site

17

60

23

X

Off site

40'th

46

12

X

Off site

7

16

9

X

Off site

8

18

12

X

Off site

7

14

10

X

Off site

Tree Map with Existing Buildings
The map below shows the existing buildings and site trees in green numbers and off-site trees in red numbers.
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PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Submittal Checklist for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
This checklist should be reviewed together with a Planner at the Permit Center and must be
submitted with the application. Incomplete applications cannot be processed and will be returned
to the applicant together with a checklist specifying the items that are incomplete.
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

APPLICATION FORM (One copy)
a) Cover Sheet with Applicant Signature.
SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION (One copy)
a) Findings for a Private Tree Removal.
b) Tree Evaluation Report (optional, must be prepared by an arborist).
SITE PLAN (One copy of site plan, a minimum of 8.5” x 11”, no larger than 11” x 17”)
a) North arrow and drawing scale.
b) Project site address.
c) Property lines.
d) Existing structures with their uses labeled.
e) Location of tree requested for removal. Show full tree canopy and setbacks from tree
trunk to property line and structures. Number each tree if multiple trees are proposed
for removal.
f) Location of other trees and landscaped areas on property.
g) Topography (when applicable, such as in hillside areas).
OWNERSHIP VERIFICATION (One copy)
a) Copy of grant deed, utility bill or other proof of ownership.
b) Written consent from property owner to authorize another representative (if applicable).
PHOTOS (One set)
a) A minimum of four photos (varied angles) of the tree canopy including one from the
public right-of-way. You may also include close-ups of any diseased branches or
damaged structures.
APPLICATION FEES

ADDITIONAL ITEMS:
In addition, the following items may be required by the Planner for submittal:
✔

LANDSCAPE PLAN (Two sets - should include species, size and location of replacement trees)
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS (for Landmark Tree removals)
OTHER ITEMS __________________________________________________________
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175 NORTH GARFIELD AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101

Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
PROJECT ADDRESS:

350 Cordova St.

ZONING DESIGNATION:

RM-48 HL 40 (45)

REASON FOR REMOVAL: (provide a separate reason for each tree being removed)
Conflicts with new construction that has been proposed. Cost of transplanting tree outweighs cost of replacing tree of same species and size.

Based on the current design conditions of the project, it will be difficult to maintain a safety clearance to protect the tree.

ARBORIST EVALUATION REPORT:
In order to make findings, it is recommended that a certified arborist evaluate the tree to be removed and
submit the evaluation report (see attached form). If this report and the tree evaluation form are completed by a
certified arborist, the tree removal permit fee for single-family uses is reduced by half.
APPLICANT/OWNER INFORMATION:
Name of Applicant:
Address:

Company: Cordova Euclid Associates LLC.

Richard Kale

City:

350 Cordova Street

Phone Number: (day)

818-943-5309

State:

Pasadena

Fax Number: ______

Zip:

CA

91101

E-mail: rkale@rpsli.com

Name of Property Owner: (if different from applicant)
Address:
City:

State:

Phone Number: (day)

Fax Number: ______

Zip:

E-mail:

TREE INFORMATION: (complete a separate request for each tree being removed)
Type of Protected Tree:
Tree Species:

 landmark

X native
 specimen 

Alnus Rhombifolius

Common Name:

White Alder, California Alder

Tree diameter as measured 4.5 feet (DBH) above natural grade:
Height:

38

feet, Spread:

inches

12

feet, Number of trunks:

17

Location of Protected Tree (i.e. front yard, rear yard, or east/west/south/north side yard):
Distance of tree trunk the nearest property line.

1

West side yard

Tree is up against the West side property line

CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that I am the applicant or designated agent named herein and that I am familiar with

the rules and regulations with respect to preparing and filing this petition for discretionary action, and that the statements
and answers contained herein and the information attached are in all respects true and accurate to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Richard Kale
Signature of Applicant or Agent: __________________________________________


7/19/2021
Date: _____________
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175 NORTH GARFIELD AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101

Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
FINDINGS FOR A PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL:
In order to approve an application for a tree removal, at least one of the six findings below must be made.
Please provide information that justifies the approval of your request. Use additional sheets if more space is
necessary to complete your response. See Section 8.52.075 of the Municipal Code - City Trees and Tree
Protection Ordinance for any additional Code requirements. Approval of the removal of landmark and
landmark-eligible trees shall follow the procedures for the removal of landmarks in Chapter 17.62 of the
Zoning Code.
Findings:
1. Describe how/why there is a public benefit, or a health, safety or welfare benefit, to the injury or
removal that outweighs the protection of the specific private tree. A public benefit means a public
purpose, service or use which affects residents as a community and not merely as particular
individuals (Section 8.52.020(V)).
2. Describe how/why the present condition of the private tree is such that it is not reasonably likely to
survive.
3. Describe the objective feature of the private tree that makes it not suitable for protection as a
specimen, native or landmark tree.
4. Describe how/why there is a substantial hardship to the property owner in the enjoyment and use of
the real property if the injury or removal of the private tree is not permitted.
5. Describe how/why the protection of the private tree would constitute a taking of the underlying real
property.

6. Describe how/why the project includes a landscape design plan that emphasizes a tree canopy that is

sustainable over the long term by adhering to the adopted replacement matrix. “Project” means any
proposal for new or changed use, alteration or enlargement of any structure that is subject to the
Zoning Code. Alternatives to the replacement matrix may be considered. Consult with Section
8.52.075(C) for information. This finding does not apply to permits or approvals seeking removal of a
landmark tree and landmark-eligible trees.

The present condition of the tree is not adequate in Health and Structure to survive conditions of
________________________________________________________________________________________
construction or the process of being transplanted. The tree was in very poor health and condition, it eventually
________________________________________________________________________________________

died.
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

FOR STAFF USE ONLY
Case #: _____________ Total Fees Paid: $ _________________ Date Received: _____________ Case Planner: __________________
Mtg./Decision Date: _____________ Level of review required:

 Director  Historic Preservation Commission

 Design Commission

 Hearing Officer  Other________________________________
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175 NORTH GARFIELD AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101

Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
ARBORIST EVALUATION REPORT:
The following section is optional and not required as part of the submittal. However, in order to
make findings for a tree removal, it is recommended that an arborist evaluation report be submitted.
The arborist should complete one form per tree proposed for removal and attach a copy of their
certification. Use additional sheets if more space is necessary to complete the responses. The arborist
is not required to use this form, provided all of the information requested below is addressed.
Arborgate Consulting Inc. Greg Applegate
ASCA/ISA Certified Arborist Name: _____________________________________________________
WE-0180a
Certified Arborist Number: ____________________

06/01/2021
Inspection Date: ____________________

TREE CHARACTERISTICS:
Alnus
rhombifolia
White Alder
Species: __________________________________________________________________________
Genus
Species
Common Name
15
Tree ID#: ______

Form:
Age:

12
DBH: ______

 generally symmetric
✔

 young

Pruning:

1
# of trunks: _____

 major asymmetry

 semi-mature

 mature
✔

 lion-tailed

 crown raised

 flush cuts

 pollarded

Amount of Deadwood:

 0-10%

38
Height: _____

15
Spread: _____

 stump sprout

 stag-headed

 over-mature/senescent

 topped

 multiple pruning events

 excessively thinned
 11-20%

✔

 21-30%
✔

 cabled/braced

 none
 over 30%

health and structure
Location & Extent of Decay: Poor
__________________________________________________________
NA
Known History of Failure: _____________________________________________________________

NA
Pests or Diseases: __________________________________________________________________

Other Inspections:

 Decay Test

 Canopy Inspection

 Root Crown Excavation (limited)

Tree Condition Summary:
Tree has Health rating of D and a Structure rating of D. Although the tree is protected, it is not in reasonable health. It is not practical to preserve or transplant the tree.
__________________________________________________________________________________
The value of the tree is less than the cost to replace it with a better tree of the same or similar size after construction is complete.
__________________________________________________________________________________

Additionally it is likely that tree will not survive the rigors of construction or transplanting.
__________________________________________________________________________________

Olives on the property have been topped and poorly cared for.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
SITE CONDITIONS:
Landscape Type:  lawn

 shrub area

 natural hillside

✔

 parkway

 courtyard

 other ____________________________________________________________
Surroundings:

 Tree overhangs/extends to adjacent property  Tree is causing damage to structures
✔

 other ____________________________________________________________
Irrigation conditions:

 none

Irrigation type:  spray
Site Disturbance:  none
✔

40
% dripline paved _____

Soil Problems:  none
✔

 alkaline
Slope:  none
✔

 adequate

 drip

✔

 inadequate

 automatic

 soil

 manual

 grade change

60
% dripline w/fill soil _____

 drainage

 shallow

 acidic

 clay

 hillside under 20%

Site prone to wind:  yes  no

 excessive

 trunk wetted

 other
✔

 construction

 chemical

% dripline with grade lowered _____
 compacted

 saline

 expansive

 hillside over 20%

Prevailing wind direction:

Slope aspect
____________________

Site Condition Summary:
The 1.3 Acre site is currently occupied by single-story offices with a total of 53 trees with a DBH of 4 inches or greater. The site has a 10' change in grade running from
__________________________________________________________________________________
North to South.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
OVERALL SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION:
Overall the option of boxing, storing, and replanting is not likely to be of value. It is best for the tree to be removed and be replaced with a better suited
__________________________________________________________________________________

more shade tolerant species.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
 Additional analysis attached

 Photographs attached
✔

CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that I am a certified arborist and that I am familiar with the subject property
and the trees being requested for removal, and that the statements and answers contained herein and the
information attached are in all respects true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Signature of Arborist



_____

7/19/2021

Date
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#15 White alder. Note dead top.

Cordova Street
Euclid Avenue

ARMSTRONG AND
WALKER

PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE
SITE PLAN
1" = 16'-0"

Landscape Architecture

280 Mel Canyon Road
Duarte, Ca. 91010
Phone: (626) 357-4599
Email: armstrongwalker@gmail.com

Multifamily
Development
Euclid Cordova Associate LLC

CONCEPTUAL
LANDSCAPE
PLAN

L01

June 21 2021

ONYX #P18092
© ONYX ARCHITECTS, INC. | PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

ISSUE DATE:

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Submittal Checklist for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
This checklist should be reviewed together with a Planner at the Permit Center and must be
submitted with the application. Incomplete applications cannot be processed and will be returned
to the applicant together with a checklist specifying the items that are incomplete.
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

APPLICATION FORM (One copy)
a) Cover Sheet with Applicant Signature.
SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION (One copy)
a) Findings for a Private Tree Removal.
b) Tree Evaluation Report (optional, must be prepared by an arborist).
SITE PLAN (One copy of site plan, a minimum of 8.5” x 11”, no larger than 11” x 17”)
a) North arrow and drawing scale.
b) Project site address.
c) Property lines.
d) Existing structures with their uses labeled.
e) Location of tree requested for removal. Show full tree canopy and setbacks from tree
trunk to property line and structures. Number each tree if multiple trees are proposed
for removal.
f) Location of other trees and landscaped areas on property.
g) Topography (when applicable, such as in hillside areas).
OWNERSHIP VERIFICATION (One copy)
a) Copy of grant deed, utility bill or other proof of ownership.
b) Written consent from property owner to authorize another representative (if applicable).
PHOTOS (One set)
a) A minimum of four photos (varied angles) of the tree canopy including one from the
public right-of-way. You may also include close-ups of any diseased branches or
damaged structures.
APPLICATION FEES

ADDITIONAL ITEMS:
In addition, the following items may be required by the Planner for submittal:
✔

LANDSCAPE PLAN (Two sets - should include species, size and location of replacement trees)
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS (for Landmark Tree removals)
OTHER ITEMS __________________________________________________________
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Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
PROJECT ADDRESS: 350 Cordova St.
ZONING DESIGNATION: RM-48 HL 40 (45)
REASON FOR REMOVAL: (provide a separate reason for each tree being removed)
Conflicts with new construction that has been proposed. Cost of transplanting tree outweighs cost of replacing tree of same species and size.

Based on the current design conditions of the project, it will be difficult to maintain a safety clearance to protect the tree.

ARBORIST EVALUATION REPORT:
In order to make findings, it is recommended that a certified arborist evaluate the tree to be removed and
submit the evaluation report (see attached form). If this report and the tree evaluation form are completed by a
certified arborist, the tree removal permit fee for single-family uses is reduced by half.
APPLICANT/OWNER INFORMATION:
Name of Applicant:
Address:

Company: Cordova Euclid Associates LLC.

Richard Kale

City:

350 Cordova Street

Phone Number: (day) 818-943-5309

State:

Pasadena

Fax Number: ______

Zip:

CA

91101

E-mail: rkale@rpsli.com

Name of Property Owner: (if different from applicant)
Address:
City:

State:

Phone Number: (day)

Fax Number: ______

Zip:

E-mail:

TREE INFORMATION: (complete a separate request for each tree being removed)
Type of Protected Tree:

 landmark

X specimen  native


Tree Species: Alnus Rhombifolius
Common Name: White Alder, California Alder
Tree diameter as measured 4.5 feet (DBH) above natural grade:
Height:

38

feet, Spread: 17

12

inches
feet, Number of trunks: 1

Location of Protected Tree (i.e. front yard, rear yard, or east/west/south/north side yard): West side yard
Distance of tree trunk the nearest property line. Tree is up against the West side property line
CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that I am the applicant or designated agent named herein and that I am familiar with

the rules and regulations with respect to preparing and filing this petition for discretionary action, and that the statements
and answers contained herein and the information attached are in all respects true and accurate to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Richard Kale
Signature of Applicant or Agent: __________________________________________


7/19/2021
Date: _____________
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175 NORTH GARFIELD AVENUE
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Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
FINDINGS FOR A PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL:
In order to approve an application for a tree removal, at least one of the six findings below must be made.
Please provide information that justifies the approval of your request. Use additional sheets if more space is
necessary to complete your response. See Section 8.52.075 of the Municipal Code - City Trees and Tree
Protection Ordinance for any additional Code requirements. Approval of the removal of landmark and
landmark-eligible trees shall follow the procedures for the removal of landmarks in Chapter 17.62 of the
Zoning Code.
Findings:
1. Describe how/why there is a public benefit, or a health, safety or welfare benefit, to the injury or
removal that outweighs the protection of the specific private tree. A public benefit means a public
purpose, service or use which affects residents as a community and not merely as particular
individuals (Section 8.52.020(V)).
2. Describe how/why the present condition of the private tree is such that it is not reasonably likely to
survive.
3. Describe the objective feature of the private tree that makes it not suitable for protection as a
specimen, native or landmark tree.
4. Describe how/why there is a substantial hardship to the property owner in the enjoyment and use of
the real property if the injury or removal of the private tree is not permitted.
5. Describe how/why the protection of the private tree would constitute a taking of the underlying real
property.

6. Describe how/why the project includes a landscape design plan that emphasizes a tree canopy that is

sustainable over the long term by adhering to the adopted replacement matrix. “Project” means any
proposal for new or changed use, alteration or enlargement of any structure that is subject to the
Zoning Code. Alternatives to the replacement matrix may be considered. Consult with Section
8.52.075(C) for information. This finding does not apply to permits or approvals seeking removal of a
landmark tree and landmark-eligible trees.

The present condition of the tree is not adequate in Health and Structure to survive conditions of
________________________________________________________________________________________
construction or the process of being transplanted. The tree was in very poor health and condition, it eventually
________________________________________________________________________________________

died.
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

FOR STAFF USE ONLY
Case #: _____________ Total Fees Paid: $ _________________ Date Received: _____________ Case Planner: __________________
Mtg./Decision Date: _____________ Level of review required:

 Director  Historic Preservation Commission

 Design Commission

 Hearing Officer  Other________________________________
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175 NORTH GARFIELD AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101

Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
ARBORIST EVALUATION REPORT:
The following section is optional and not required as part of the submittal. However, in order to
make findings for a tree removal, it is recommended that an arborist evaluation report be submitted.
The arborist should complete one form per tree proposed for removal and attach a copy of their
certification. Use additional sheets if more space is necessary to complete the responses. The arborist
is not required to use this form, provided all of the information requested below is addressed.

Arborgate Consulting Inc. Greg Applegate
ASCA/ISA Certified Arborist Name: _____________________________________________________

06/01/2021
Inspection Date: ____________________

WE-0180a
Certified Arborist Number: ____________________

TREE CHARACTERISTICS:
Alnus
rhombifolia
White Alder
Species: __________________________________________________________________________
Genus
Species
Common Name
15
Tree ID#: ______

Form:
Age:

12
DBH: ______

 generally symmetric
✔

 young

Pruning:

1
# of trunks: _____

 major asymmetry

 semi-mature

 mature
✔

 lion-tailed

 crown raised

 flush cuts

 pollarded

Amount of Deadwood:

 0-10%

38
Height: _____

15
Spread: _____

 stump sprout

 stag-headed

 over-mature/senescent

 topped

 multiple pruning events

 excessively thinned
 11-20%

✔

 21-30%
✔

 cabled/braced

 none
 over 30%

health and structure
Location & Extent of Decay: Poor
__________________________________________________________
NA
Known History of Failure: _____________________________________________________________

NA
Pests or Diseases: __________________________________________________________________

Other Inspections:

 Decay Test

 Canopy Inspection

 Root Crown Excavation (limited)

Tree Condition Summary:
Tree has Health rating of D and a Structure rating of D. Although the tree is protected, it is not in reasonable health. It is not practical to preserve or transplant the tree.
__________________________________________________________________________________
The value of the tree is less than the cost to replace it with a better tree of the same or similar size after construction is complete.
__________________________________________________________________________________

Additionally it is likely that tree will not survive the rigors of construction or transplanting.
__________________________________________________________________________________

Olives on the property have been topped and poorly cared for.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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175 NORTH GARFIELD AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101

Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
SITE CONDITIONS:
Landscape Type:  lawn

 shrub area

 natural hillside

✔

 parkway

 courtyard

 other ____________________________________________________________
Surroundings:

 Tree overhangs/extends to adjacent property  Tree is causing damage to structures
✔

 other ____________________________________________________________
Irrigation conditions:

 none

Irrigation type:  spray
Site Disturbance:  none
✔

40
% dripline paved _____

Soil Problems:  none
✔

 alkaline
Slope:  none
✔

 adequate

 drip

✔

 inadequate

 automatic

 soil

 manual

 grade change

60
% dripline w/fill soil _____

 drainage

 shallow

 acidic

 clay

 hillside under 20%

Site prone to wind:  yes  no

 excessive

 trunk wetted

 other
✔

 construction

 chemical

% dripline with grade lowered _____
 compacted

 saline

 expansive

 hillside over 20%

Prevailing wind direction:

Slope aspect
____________________

Site Condition Summary:
The 1.3 Acre site is currently occupied by single-story offices with a total of 53 trees with a DBH of 4 inches or greater. The site has a 10' change in grade running from
__________________________________________________________________________________
North to South.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
OVERALL SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION:
Overall the option of boxing, storing, and replanting is not likely to be of value. It is best for the tree to be removed and be replaced with a better suited
__________________________________________________________________________________

more shade tolerant species.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
 Additional analysis attached

 Photographs attached
✔

CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that I am a certified arborist and that I am familiar with the subject property
and the trees being requested for removal, and that the statements and answers contained herein and the
information attached are in all respects true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Signature of Arborist



_____

7/19/2021

Date
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#29 Olive

#29 Olive – note wide spreading root base.

Cordova Street
Euclid Avenue

ARMSTRONG AND
WALKER

PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE
SITE PLAN
1" = 16'-0"

Landscape Architecture

280 Mel Canyon Road
Duarte, Ca. 91010
Phone: (626) 357-4599
Email: armstrongwalker@gmail.com

Multifamily
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Euclid Cordova Associate LLC

CONCEPTUAL
LANDSCAPE
PLAN

L01

June 21 2021

ONYX #P18092
© ONYX ARCHITECTS, INC. | PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

ISSUE DATE:

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Submittal Checklist for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
This checklist should be reviewed together with a Planner at the Permit Center and must be
submitted with the application. Incomplete applications cannot be processed and will be returned
to the applicant together with a checklist specifying the items that are incomplete.
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

APPLICATION FORM (One copy)
a) Cover Sheet with Applicant Signature.
SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION (One copy)
a) Findings for a Private Tree Removal.
b) Tree Evaluation Report (optional, must be prepared by an arborist).
SITE PLAN (One copy of site plan, a minimum of 8.5” x 11”, no larger than 11” x 17”)
a) North arrow and drawing scale.
b) Project site address.
c) Property lines.
d) Existing structures with their uses labeled.
e) Location of tree requested for removal. Show full tree canopy and setbacks from tree
trunk to property line and structures. Number each tree if multiple trees are proposed
for removal.
f) Location of other trees and landscaped areas on property.
g) Topography (when applicable, such as in hillside areas).
OWNERSHIP VERIFICATION (One copy)
a) Copy of grant deed, utility bill or other proof of ownership.
b) Written consent from property owner to authorize another representative (if applicable).
PHOTOS (One set)
a) A minimum of four photos (varied angles) of the tree canopy including one from the
public right-of-way. You may also include close-ups of any diseased branches or
damaged structures.
APPLICATION FEES

ADDITIONAL ITEMS:
In addition, the following items may be required by the Planner for submittal:
✔

LANDSCAPE PLAN (Two sets - should include species, size and location of replacement trees)
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS (for Landmark Tree removals)
OTHER ITEMS __________________________________________________________
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175 NORTH GARFIELD AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101

Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
PROJECT ADDRESS: 350 Cordova St.
ZONING DESIGNATION: RM-48 HL 40 (45)
REASON FOR REMOVAL: (provide a separate reason for each tree being removed)
Conflicts with new construction that has been proposed. Cost of transplanting tree outweighs cost of replacing tree of same species and size.

Based on the current design conditions of the project, it will be difficult to maintain a safety clearance to protect the tree.

ARBORIST EVALUATION REPORT:
In order to make findings, it is recommended that a certified arborist evaluate the tree to be removed and
submit the evaluation report (see attached form). If this report and the tree evaluation form are completed by a
certified arborist, the tree removal permit fee for single-family uses is reduced by half.
APPLICANT/OWNER INFORMATION:
Name of Applicant:
Address:

Company: Cordova Euclid Associates LLC.

Richard Kale

City:

350 Cordova Street

Phone Number: (day) 818-943-5309

State:

Pasadena

Fax Number: ______

Zip:

CA

91101

E-mail: rkale@rpsli.com

Name of Property Owner: (if different from applicant)
Address:
City:

State:

Phone Number: (day)

Fax Number: ______

Zip:

E-mail:

TREE INFORMATION: (complete a separate request for each tree being removed)
Type of Protected Tree:

 landmark

X specimen  native


Tree Species: Alnus Rhombifolius
Common Name: White Alder, California Alder
Tree diameter as measured 4.5 feet (DBH) above natural grade:
Height:

38

feet, Spread: 17

12

inches
feet, Number of trunks: 1

Location of Protected Tree (i.e. front yard, rear yard, or east/west/south/north side yard): West side yard
Distance of tree trunk the nearest property line. Tree is up against the West side property line
CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that I am the applicant or designated agent named herein and that I am familiar with

the rules and regulations with respect to preparing and filing this petition for discretionary action, and that the statements
and answers contained herein and the information attached are in all respects true and accurate to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Richard Kale
Signature of Applicant or Agent: __________________________________________


7/19/2021
Date: _____________
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175 NORTH GARFIELD AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101

Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
FINDINGS FOR A PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL:
In order to approve an application for a tree removal, at least one of the six findings below must be made.
Please provide information that justifies the approval of your request. Use additional sheets if more space is
necessary to complete your response. See Section 8.52.075 of the Municipal Code - City Trees and Tree
Protection Ordinance for any additional Code requirements. Approval of the removal of landmark and
landmark-eligible trees shall follow the procedures for the removal of landmarks in Chapter 17.62 of the
Zoning Code.
Findings:
1. Describe how/why there is a public benefit, or a health, safety or welfare benefit, to the injury or
removal that outweighs the protection of the specific private tree. A public benefit means a public
purpose, service or use which affects residents as a community and not merely as particular
individuals (Section 8.52.020(V)).
2. Describe how/why the present condition of the private tree is such that it is not reasonably likely to
survive.
3. Describe the objective feature of the private tree that makes it not suitable for protection as a
specimen, native or landmark tree.
4. Describe how/why there is a substantial hardship to the property owner in the enjoyment and use of
the real property if the injury or removal of the private tree is not permitted.
5. Describe how/why the protection of the private tree would constitute a taking of the underlying real
property.

6. Describe how/why the project includes a landscape design plan that emphasizes a tree canopy that is

sustainable over the long term by adhering to the adopted replacement matrix. “Project” means any
proposal for new or changed use, alteration or enlargement of any structure that is subject to the
Zoning Code. Alternatives to the replacement matrix may be considered. Consult with Section
8.52.075(C) for information. This finding does not apply to permits or approvals seeking removal of a
landmark tree and landmark-eligible trees.

The present condition of the tree is not adequate in Health and Structure to survive conditions of
________________________________________________________________________________________
construction or the process of being transplanted. The tree was in very poor health and condition, it eventually
________________________________________________________________________________________

died.
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

FOR STAFF USE ONLY
Case #: _____________ Total Fees Paid: $ _________________ Date Received: _____________ Case Planner: __________________
Mtg./Decision Date: _____________ Level of review required:

 Director  Historic Preservation Commission

 Design Commission

 Hearing Officer  Other________________________________
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175 NORTH GARFIELD AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101

Phone: 626-744-4009

PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
ARBORIST EVALUATION REPORT:
The following section is optional and not required as part of the submittal. However, in order to
make findings for a tree removal, it is recommended that an arborist evaluation report be submitted.
The arborist should complete one form per tree proposed for removal and attach a copy of their
certification. Use additional sheets if more space is necessary to complete the responses. The arborist
is not required to use this form, provided all of the information requested below is addressed.

Arborgate Consulting Inc. Greg Applegate
ASCA/ISA Certified Arborist Name: _____________________________________________________

06/01/2021
Inspection Date: ____________________

WE-0180a
Certified Arborist Number: ____________________

TREE CHARACTERISTICS:
Alnus
rhombifolia
White Alder
Species: __________________________________________________________________________
Genus
Species
Common Name
15
Tree ID#: ______

Form:
Age:

12
DBH: ______

 generally symmetric
✔

 young

Pruning:

1
# of trunks: _____

 major asymmetry

 semi-mature

 mature
✔

 lion-tailed

 crown raised

 flush cuts

 pollarded

Amount of Deadwood:

 0-10%

38
Height: _____

15
Spread: _____

 stump sprout

 stag-headed

 over-mature/senescent

 topped

 multiple pruning events

 excessively thinned
 11-20%

✔

 21-30%
✔

 cabled/braced

 none
 over 30%

health and structure
Location & Extent of Decay: Poor
__________________________________________________________
NA
Known History of Failure: _____________________________________________________________

NA
Pests or Diseases: __________________________________________________________________

Other Inspections:

 Decay Test

 Canopy Inspection

 Root Crown Excavation (limited)

Tree Condition Summary:
Tree has Health rating of D and a Structure rating of D. Although the tree is protected, it is not in reasonable health. It is not practical to preserve or transplant the tree.
__________________________________________________________________________________
The value of the tree is less than the cost to replace it with a better tree of the same or similar size after construction is complete.
__________________________________________________________________________________

Additionally it is likely that tree will not survive the rigors of construction or transplanting.
__________________________________________________________________________________

Olives on the property have been topped and poorly cared for.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
SITE CONDITIONS:
Landscape Type:  lawn

 shrub area

 natural hillside

✔

 parkway

 courtyard

 other ____________________________________________________________
Surroundings:

 Tree overhangs/extends to adjacent property  Tree is causing damage to structures
✔

 other ____________________________________________________________
Irrigation conditions:

 none

Irrigation type:  spray
Site Disturbance:  none
✔

40
% dripline paved _____

Soil Problems:  none
✔

 alkaline
Slope:  none
✔

 adequate

 drip

✔

 inadequate

 automatic

 soil

 manual

 grade change

60
% dripline w/fill soil _____

 drainage

 shallow

 acidic

 clay

 hillside under 20%

Site prone to wind:  yes  no

 excessive

 trunk wetted

 other
✔

 construction

 chemical

% dripline with grade lowered _____
 compacted

 saline

 expansive

 hillside over 20%

Prevailing wind direction:

Slope aspect
____________________

Site Condition Summary:
The 1.3 Acre site is currently occupied by single-story offices with a total of 53 trees with a DBH of 4 inches or greater. The site has a 10' change in grade running from
__________________________________________________________________________________
North to South.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
OVERALL SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION:
Overall the option of boxing, storing, and replanting is not likely to be of value. It is best for the tree to be removed and be replaced with a better suited
__________________________________________________________________________________

more shade tolerant species.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
 Additional analysis attached

 Photographs attached
✔

CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that I am a certified arborist and that I am familiar with the subject property
and the trees being requested for removal, and that the statements and answers contained herein and the
information attached are in all respects true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Signature of Arborist



_____

7/19/2021

Date
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#30 Olive base

#30 Olive
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PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
www.cityofpasadena.net/permitcenter

Submittal Checklist for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
This checklist should be reviewed together with a Planner at the Permit Center and must be
submitted with the application. Incomplete applications cannot be processed and will be returned
to the applicant together with a checklist specifying the items that are incomplete.
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

APPLICATION FORM (One copy)
a) Cover Sheet with Applicant Signature.
SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION (One copy)
a) Findings for a Private Tree Removal.
b) Tree Evaluation Report (optional, must be prepared by an arborist).
SITE PLAN (One copy of site plan, a minimum of 8.5” x 11”, no larger than 11” x 17”)
a) North arrow and drawing scale.
b) Project site address.
c) Property lines.
d) Existing structures with their uses labeled.
e) Location of tree requested for removal. Show full tree canopy and setbacks from tree
trunk to property line and structures. Number each tree if multiple trees are proposed
for removal.
f) Location of other trees and landscaped areas on property.
g) Topography (when applicable, such as in hillside areas).
OWNERSHIP VERIFICATION (One copy)
a) Copy of grant deed, utility bill or other proof of ownership.
b) Written consent from property owner to authorize another representative (if applicable).
PHOTOS (One set)
a) A minimum of four photos (varied angles) of the tree canopy including one from the
public right-of-way. You may also include close-ups of any diseased branches or
damaged structures.
APPLICATION FEES

ADDITIONAL ITEMS:
In addition, the following items may be required by the Planner for submittal:
✔

LANDSCAPE PLAN (Two sets - should include species, size and location of replacement trees)
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS (for Landmark Tree removals)
OTHER ITEMS __________________________________________________________
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Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
PROJECT ADDRESS: 350 Cordova St.
ZONING DESIGNATION: RM-48 HL 40 (45)
REASON FOR REMOVAL: (provide a separate reason for each tree being removed)
Conflicts with new construction that has been proposed. Cost of transplanting tree outweighs cost of replacing tree of same species and size.

Based on the current design conditions of the project, it will be difficult to maintain a safety clearance to protect the tree.

ARBORIST EVALUATION REPORT:
In order to make findings, it is recommended that a certified arborist evaluate the tree to be removed and
submit the evaluation report (see attached form). If this report and the tree evaluation form are completed by a
certified arborist, the tree removal permit fee for single-family uses is reduced by half.
APPLICANT/OWNER INFORMATION:
Name of Applicant:
Address:

Company: Cordova Euclid Associates LLC.

Richard Kale

City:

350 Cordova Street

Phone Number: (day) 818-943-5309

State:

Pasadena

Fax Number: ______

Zip:

CA

91101

E-mail: rkale@rpsli.com

Name of Property Owner: (if different from applicant)
Address:
City:

State:

Phone Number: (day)

Fax Number: ______

Zip:

E-mail:

TREE INFORMATION: (complete a separate request for each tree being removed)
Type of Protected Tree:

 landmark

X specimen  native


Tree Species: Alnus Rhombifolius
Common Name: White Alder, California Alder
Tree diameter as measured 4.5 feet (DBH) above natural grade:
Height:

38

feet, Spread: 17

12

inches
feet, Number of trunks: 1

Location of Protected Tree (i.e. front yard, rear yard, or east/west/south/north side yard): West side yard
Distance of tree trunk the nearest property line. Tree is up against the West side property line
CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that I am the applicant or designated agent named herein and that I am familiar with

the rules and regulations with respect to preparing and filing this petition for discretionary action, and that the statements
and answers contained herein and the information attached are in all respects true and accurate to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Richard Kale
Signature of Applicant or Agent: __________________________________________


7/19/2021
Date: _____________
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PASADENA PERMIT CENTER
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Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
FINDINGS FOR A PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL:
In order to approve an application for a tree removal, at least one of the six findings below must be made.
Please provide information that justifies the approval of your request. Use additional sheets if more space is
necessary to complete your response. See Section 8.52.075 of the Municipal Code - City Trees and Tree
Protection Ordinance for any additional Code requirements. Approval of the removal of landmark and
landmark-eligible trees shall follow the procedures for the removal of landmarks in Chapter 17.62 of the
Zoning Code.
Findings:
1. Describe how/why there is a public benefit, or a health, safety or welfare benefit, to the injury or
removal that outweighs the protection of the specific private tree. A public benefit means a public
purpose, service or use which affects residents as a community and not merely as particular
individuals (Section 8.52.020(V)).
2. Describe how/why the present condition of the private tree is such that it is not reasonably likely to
survive.
3. Describe the objective feature of the private tree that makes it not suitable for protection as a
specimen, native or landmark tree.
4. Describe how/why there is a substantial hardship to the property owner in the enjoyment and use of
the real property if the injury or removal of the private tree is not permitted.
5. Describe how/why the protection of the private tree would constitute a taking of the underlying real
property.

6. Describe how/why the project includes a landscape design plan that emphasizes a tree canopy that is

sustainable over the long term by adhering to the adopted replacement matrix. “Project” means any
proposal for new or changed use, alteration or enlargement of any structure that is subject to the
Zoning Code. Alternatives to the replacement matrix may be considered. Consult with Section
8.52.075(C) for information. This finding does not apply to permits or approvals seeking removal of a
landmark tree and landmark-eligible trees.

The present condition of the tree is not adequate in Health and Structure to survive conditions of
________________________________________________________________________________________
construction or the process of being transplanted. The tree was in very poor health and condition, it eventually
________________________________________________________________________________________

died.
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

FOR STAFF USE ONLY
Case #: _____________ Total Fees Paid: $ _________________ Date Received: _____________ Case Planner: __________________
Mtg./Decision Date: _____________ Level of review required:

 Director  Historic Preservation Commission

 Design Commission

 Hearing Officer  Other________________________________
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Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
ARBORIST EVALUATION REPORT:
The following section is optional and not required as part of the submittal. However, in order to
make findings for a tree removal, it is recommended that an arborist evaluation report be submitted.
The arborist should complete one form per tree proposed for removal and attach a copy of their
certification. Use additional sheets if more space is necessary to complete the responses. The arborist
is not required to use this form, provided all of the information requested below is addressed.

Arborgate Consulting Inc. Greg Applegate
ASCA/ISA Certified Arborist Name: _____________________________________________________

06/01/2021
Inspection Date: ____________________

WE-0180a
Certified Arborist Number: ____________________

TREE CHARACTERISTICS:
Alnus
rhombifolia
White Alder
Species: __________________________________________________________________________
Genus
Species
Common Name
15
Tree ID#: ______

Form:
Age:

12
DBH: ______

 generally symmetric
✔

 young

Pruning:

1
# of trunks: _____

 major asymmetry

 semi-mature

 mature
✔

 lion-tailed

 crown raised

 flush cuts

 pollarded

Amount of Deadwood:

 0-10%

38
Height: _____

15
Spread: _____

 stump sprout

 stag-headed

 over-mature/senescent

 topped

 multiple pruning events

 excessively thinned
 11-20%

✔

 21-30%
✔

 cabled/braced

 none
 over 30%

health and structure
Location & Extent of Decay: Poor
__________________________________________________________
NA
Known History of Failure: _____________________________________________________________

NA
Pests or Diseases: __________________________________________________________________

Other Inspections:

 Decay Test

 Canopy Inspection

 Root Crown Excavation (limited)

Tree Condition Summary:
Tree has Health rating of D and a Structure rating of D. Although the tree is protected, it is not in reasonable health. It is not practical to preserve or transplant the tree.
__________________________________________________________________________________
The value of the tree is less than the cost to replace it with a better tree of the same or similar size after construction is complete.
__________________________________________________________________________________

Additionally it is likely that tree will not survive the rigors of construction or transplanting.
__________________________________________________________________________________

Olives on the property have been topped and poorly cared for.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Supplemental Application for

PRIVATE TREE REMOVAL REQUEST
SITE CONDITIONS:
Landscape Type:  lawn

 shrub area

 natural hillside

✔

 parkway

 courtyard

 other ____________________________________________________________
Surroundings:

 Tree overhangs/extends to adjacent property  Tree is causing damage to structures
✔

 other ____________________________________________________________
Withing Corner Side setback of site
Irrigation conditions:

 none

Irrigation type:  spray
Site Disturbance:  none
✔

40
% dripline paved _____

Soil Problems:  none
✔

 alkaline
Slope:  none
✔

 adequate

 drip

✔

 inadequate

 automatic

 soil

 manual

 grade change

60
% dripline w/fill soil _____

 drainage

 shallow

 acidic

 clay

 hillside under 20%

Site prone to wind:  yes  no

 excessive

 trunk wetted

 other
✔

 construction

 chemical

% dripline with grade lowered _____
 compacted

 saline

 expansive

 hillside over 20%

Prevailing wind direction:

Slope aspect
____________________

Site Condition Summary:
The 1.3 Acre site is currently occupied by single-story offices with a total of 53 trees with a DBH of 4 inches or greater. The site has a 10' change in grade running from
__________________________________________________________________________________
North to South.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
OVERALL SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION:
Overall the option of boxing, storing, and replanting is not likely to be of value. It is best for the tree to be removed and be replaced with a better suited
__________________________________________________________________________________

more shade tolerant species.
__________________________________________________________________________________
construction or transplanting. Tree is likely to have greater risk than i should be in what will be a tight or heavily occupied space.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
Olives on the property have been topped and poorly cared for.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
 Additional analysis attached

 Photographs attached
✔

CERTIFICATION: I hereby certify that I am a certified arborist and that I am familiar with the subject property
and the trees being requested for removal, and that the statements and answers contained herein and the
information attached are in all respects true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Signature of Arborist
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION
THIS PROJECT CONSISTS OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW 3- AND 4-STORY RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
WITH 86 MULTI-FAMILY UNITS, CONFORMING TO THE CITY OF GARDENS PROVISIONS OF THE CITY'S
ZONING ORDINANCE. THE PROJECT INCLUDES UNDERGROUND PARKING WITH 117 STALLS, AND IS
DESIGNED TO MEET OR EXCEED THE CITY'S SUSTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS. ALL CURRENTLY
EXISTING BUILDINGS ON THE SITE WILL BE DEMOLISHED IN PREPARATION OF CONSTRUCTION.

APPLICANT INFO

OWNER

EUCLID CORDOVA ASSOCIATES LLC
350 CORDOVA ST.
PASADENA, CA 91101
818.943.5309

EUCLID CORDOVA ASSOCIATES LLC
150 S. LOS ROBLES | STE. 480
PASADENA, CA 91101

ARCHITECTS

OWNER'S REP

ONYX ARCHITECTS
2540 E. COLORADO BLVD.
PASADENA, CA 91107
DALE BROWN, AIA
626.405.8001

RICHARD KALE, VICE PRESIDENT
350 CORDOVA ST.
PASADENA, CA 91101
818.943.5309

CIVIL ENGINEERS

LANDSCAPE

DCI ENGINEERING INC.
1150 N RICHFIELD RD - STE. B
ANAHEIM, CA 92807
714.779.3829

ARMSTRONG & WALKER
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
1835 ROYAL OAKS DR.
BRADBURY, CA 91008
626.357.4599

ARBORIST

SURVEY

ARBORGATE CONSULTING INC.
150 S. LOS ROBLES | STE. 480
PASADENA, CA 91101
GREG APPLEGATE
714.732.6240

M & M 7 CO.
26074 SUITE HALL, SUITE 12
SANTA CLARITA, CA 91355
626.357.4599
GREGORY M. AMOROSO
818.891.9100
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CONCEPT DESIGN REVIEW SUBMITTAL

PROJECT INTRODUCTION
CDR-1.1

INCLUSIONARY HOUSING SUMMARY
PROJECT INFORMATION
APN:

5722 - 024 - 117

SITE AREA:

56,586 SF / 1.3 ACRES

ZONING :

RM-48 HL40 (45) HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL

SPECIFIC PLAN:

N.A.

BASE FAR:

N.A.

ALLOWABLE DENSITY :

1 ACRE / 48 = ALLOWABLE UNITS
43,560 SF / 48 = 910 SF

1. MINIMUM 20% AFFORDABLE FOR RENT UNITS SHALL BE PROVIDED TO VERY LOW INCOME, LOW INCOME OR
MODERATE RESIDENTS [PMC 17.42.040.A.2] THEREFORE 13 TOTAL AFFORDABALE UNITS ARE PROPOSED [63
BASE UNITS X 0.20 = 12.6 OR 13 TOTAL AFFORDABLE UNITS]*
A. 15% VERY LOW INCOME UNITS PROPOSED [63 BASE UNITS X 0.15 = 9.45 OR 10 UNITS]*
B. 5% LOW INCOME UNITS PROPOSED [63 BASE UNITS X 0.05 = 3.11 OR 3 UNITS]*
C. *NOTE: IN ROUNDING THE TOTAL NUMBER OF AFFORDABLE UNITS, FOR PROJECTS PROVIDING 21 OR MORE
UNITS, FRACTIONS OF 0.5 OR MORE THALL BE ROUNDED UP TO THE NEAREST WHOLE NUMBER.
2. DENSITY BONUS UP TO 35% IS ACHIEVED BY PROVIDING UP TO 11% VERY-LOW INCOME UNITS [PMC
17.43.040.B.1, TABLE 4-3]

DEVELOPMENT CONCESSION REQUEST SUMMARY

SITE AREA / 910 SF UNIT = TOTAL ALLOWED UNITS
56,586 SF / 910 SF = 62.18 OR 63 UNITS ALLOWED
63 X 1.35 = 85.05 = 86 UNITS WITH DENSITY BONUS
PROPOSED UNITS:

86 UNITS PROPOSED / SEE UNIT ON SHT. AG-000

BUILDING FOOTPRINT:

27,541 SF

LOT COVERAGE:

48.7% (27,541SF / 56,586 SF)

PARKING:

STUDIO | 1 BED UNIT = 1 PARKING STALL
2 BEDROOM UNIT = 2 PARKING STALLS
117 STALLS PROVIDED (SEE SHEET A-010 FOR CALCULATIONS)

NO. OF STORIES:

3 AND 4 STORIES ABOVE GRADE
WITH ONE LEVEL SEMI-SUBTERRANEAN PARKING GARAGE

BUILDING HEIGHT:

52' - 0"
(HEIGHT AVERAGING. INCREASE UP TO 12' ABOVE 40' FOR 60%
BUILDING FOOTPRINT * WITH CONCESSION B1)

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION:

TYPE V-A | R-2 RESIDENTIAL
TYPE I-A | S-2 PARKING

NET BUILDING AREA:

71,113 NSF (RENTABLE FLOOR AREA)
95,815 NSF (INCLUDES STAIRS + ELEVATORS)

BUILDING AREA SUMMARY:

FIRST FLOOR
25,165 SF
SECOND FLOOR
23,260 SF
THIRD FLOOR
23,960 SF
FOURTH FLOOR
10,445 SF
TOTAL:
82,630 SF *
SUBTERRANEAN PARKING
45,900 SF
*EXCLUDES SUBTERRANEAN PARKING | EXTERIOR CIRCULATION
99,235 GSF (INCLUDES STAIRS AND ELEVATORS)
145,135 GSF (TOTAL GROSS BUILDING AREA INCLUDING GARAGE)

NUMBER OF BUILDINGS TO
BE REMOVED:

REFER TO DEMOLITION PLAN (AG-300)

1. AFFORDABLE HOUSING CONCESSION MENU [PMC 17.43.055.B.1] FOR BUILDING HEIGHT INCREASE UP TO 12
FT BY NO MORE THAN 60% BUILDING FOOTPRINT
2. AFFORDABLE HOUSING CONCESSION MENU [PMC 17.43.055.B.5] UP TO 50% PARKING REDUCTION OF
ALTERNATIVE PARKING STANDARDS [PMC 17.43.090]
3. DISCRETIONARY APPROVAL [DESIGN COMMISSION REVIEW]

TREE PROTECTION ORDINANCE SUMMARY
1. A TOTAL OF 8 ON-SITE MATURE TREES WILL BE PRESERVED [PMC 8.52.060.A] , THEREFORE THE FOLLOWING
DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES ARE REQUESTED FOR DISCRETIONARY APPROVAL, BASED ON THE FOLLOWING
FINDINGS:
a. APPLICANT INVESTIGATED ALTERNATIVE SITE DESIGNS AND BUILDING FOOTPRINTS USING EXISTING
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS; (SEE ATTACHMENT A)
b. TREE/S TO BE PRESERVED IS/ARE IN GOOD HEALTH AND CONDITION (TAKING INTO ACCOUNT SPECIES
AND LONGEVITY) AS DETERMINED BY A CERTIFIED ARBORIST; (SEE ATTACHMENT B)
c. PROJECT INCLUDES A WELL-INTEGRATED AND THOUGHTFUL DESIGN SOLUTION THAT ENHANCES THE
PROPERTY AND ITS SURROUNDINGS;
d. PROJECT IS NOT INJURIOUS TO ADJACENT PROPERTIES OR USES, OR DETRIMENTAL TO ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY, QUALITY OF LIFE, OR THE HEALTH, SAFETY, AND WELFARE OF THE PUBLIC; AND
e. PROJECT IS CONSISTENT WITH THE OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES OF THE APPLICABLE DESIGN GUIDELINES
AND THE CITYWIDE DESIGN PRINCIPLES IN THE GENERAL PLAN.

VICINITY MAP

DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVE 1: INCREASE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ALLOWABLE STORIES FROM 3 TO 4.
DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVE 2: LOCATE THE DRIVEWAY 10 FT. AWAY FROM THE PROPERTY LINE.

WAIVER OF DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

MEMORIAL PARK
GOLD LINE

1. COMPLIANCE WITH TWO DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS WOULD PHYSICALLY PRECLUDE CONSTRUCTION OF
THIS PROJECT UTILIZING A DENSITY BONUS AND CONCESSIONS WITH INCENTIVES, THEREFORE THE
FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL REDUCTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS ARE PROPOSED PER THE FOLLOWING
FINDINGS [PMC 17.43.060]:
a. THE WAIVER OR REDUCTION IN A DEVELOPMENT STANDARD IS REQUIRED FOR CONSTRUCTION OF THE
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT AT THE DENSITY TO WHICH THE PROJECT IS ENTITLED AND WITH ALL
CONCESSIONS OR OTHER INCENTIVES APPROVED FOR THE PROJECT.
b. THE WAIVER OR REDUCTION IN A DEVELOPMENT STANDARD WILL NOT HAVE A SPECIFIC ADVERSE
IMPACT ON PUBLIC HEALTH, PUBLIC SAFETY, OR THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT, AND WILL NOT HAVE AN
ADVERSE IMPACT ON A PROPERTY THAT IS LISTED IN THE CALIFORNIA REGISTER OF HISTORICAL
RESOURCES, AND FOR WHICH THERE IS NO FEASIBLE METHOD TO SATISFACTORILY MITIGATE OR AVOID
THE SPECIFIC ADVERSE IMPACT, OR ADVERSE IMPACT, WITHOUT RENDERING THE DEVELOPMENT
UNAFFORDABLE TO LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS.
c. THE WAIVER OR REDUCTION IN A DEVELOPMENT STANDARD IS NECESSARY BECAUSE APPLICATIONS OF
THE DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS WOULD PHYSICALLY PRECLUDE CONSTRUCTION OF A PROJECT
UTILIZING A DENSITY BONUS, CONCESSION OR INCENTIVE.

2,640'

DEL MAR
GOLD LINE

DEVELOPMENT WAIVER / REDUCTION 1: REDUCE THE REQUIRED LANDSCAPE AREA FOR EACH ANSCILLARY
GARDEN FROM 80% TO 65% [PMC 17.22.080.A.1.H]. NOTE: THE TWO ANSCILLARY GARDENS PROPOSED ARE AT
MAIN ENTRIES INTO THE PROJECT, AND THEREFORE PROVIDING 80% LANDSCAPE AREA IS INFEASIBLE.
DEVELOPMENT WAIVER / REDUCTION 2: REDUCE THE SOIL DEPTH ABOVE A PARTIALLY-SUBTERRANEAN
PARKING GARAGE FROM 8 INCHES TO 0 INCHES [PMC 17.22.080.A.6.C(1)]. NOTE: ALL ON-GRADE TURF WILL BE
IN A RAISED 6” PLANTER WITH MINIUM 8 INCHES OF SOIL DEPTH.

MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENT
350 CORDOVA STEET
PASADENA, CA 91101
© Onyx Architects, Inc. 2019
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CONCEPT DESIGN - NOTICE OF DECISION
CDR-1.4

NO TREE WELLS PROVIDED

1

Further study the parking layout and site design and consider pursuing
reductions in required parking to allow for preservation of more of the site’s
significant protected tree canopy within the site interior. In future submittals,
ensure that the DBH of multi-trunk trees is calculated as required in the Tree
Protection Ordinance (based on the combined areas of the trunks) to ensure
accurate accounting of protected trees. Ensure that the analysis and reasoning
for the proposed tree removals is made clear in future applications.
RESPONSE:

The parking layout has been rearranged to protect existing
perimeter trees along the north and east setbacks of the site. The
main garden includes three distinct tree wells that extend down to
the parking lot. These wells protect existing trees located towards
the center of the site, while serving as an area to plant additional
new trees within the garden.

PARKING GARAGE (PREVIOUS LAYOUT)
1" = 60'

Regarding the Tree protection plan, refer to sheet AG-101 and the
arborist report for more information. The revised tree protection
plan protects (3) Olive trees at the center of the site, and (5) trees
at the perimeter, and proposes to remove (4) protected olive trees
and (1) protected white alder due to poor health, poor structural
conditions, with infeasible proximity to proposed new construction.

TREE WELL
3

TREE WELL
2

TREE WELL
1

PARKING GARAGE (PROPOSED PLAN)
1" = 60'

MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENT
350 CORDOVA STEET
PASADENA, CA 91101
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CONCEPT DESIGN REVIEW SUBMITTAL

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS (#1)
CDR-1.5

2

Further study the massing of the buildings to create a clear hierarchy,
harmonious proportions and a differentiated base, middle and top. Along the
long Euclid Avenue and courtyard elevations, explore further articulation of the
massing, and possible further separation of buildings, to create distinct building
forms to form a streetscape. Consider alternative means of organizing the
proposed residential units on the site including arranging them around multiple
courtyards and/or incorporating units that have a north-south orientation rather
than all units being oriented east-west. Explore ways to impart some playfulness
into the design, such as angular shifts to create differentiated massing.

ROOF DECKS RELOCATED TO
IMMEDIATE CORNER FOR BETTER
CONNECTION TO COMMUNITY SPACES

RESPONSE:

The project is composed of four distinct building masses on site. The building
maintains a 3-story height along Cordova St. and on the west side of the site
where the building is adjacent neighboring condominiums. The building mass
along Euclid Ave. is 4 stories high which faces a 6-story development across
the street. Within its composition and proportions, the building establishes its
base with the terraced landscaped podium that includes towers which extrude
vertically through the horizontal floor and roof lines. The third floor marks the
top of the middle proportion of the building mass hierarchy upon which the
vertical grey towers also serve as transitional and entry privacy elements along
the open courtyard walkways rather than fully enclosing them. Lastly, the
continuous roof line wraps around the top of the building mass to articulate the
building horizontality and define the apex of the hierarchal organization of the
building's proportions and or.

3-STORY MASS MAINTAINED ALONG SIDE YARD
4TH STORY BUILDING MASS
SHIFTED AWAY FROM
STREET EDGE

D

C

B
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS (#2)
CDR-1.6

4' - 6"

1' - 0"

11 3/8"

Further study the fenestration to create more balanced solid-to-void proportions,
a clear pattern of openings and avoid short, rectangular windows along the street
façade.

4' - 6"

3

4

3' - 6"

1' - 6"

The building fenestration is now more balanced due to the use of similar window
types that slightly vary in shape and proportion. These windows are placed in
balance with the building storefronts to establish a clear language and
expression along the vertically standing elements of the building. Continuous
horizontal datums are provided at 18" above the finish floor, 42" above the finish
floor which matches the guard rail heights, and 96" above the floor which aligns
with the door headers.

2' - 0"

RESPONSE:

Explore ways to create a stronger, more expressive roofline to the buildings.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN - WINDOW EXHIBIT

RESPONSE:
The building uses the floor plates and roof line to create strong horizontal planes
which are interrupted by vertical towers or columns. The roof line along the 4
story portions of the project is continuous and uninterrupted to create a strong
visual top for the project. The floor plates create datum lines that are further
strengthened through the use of balcony and walkway railings. At the 3-story
portion of the project, the vertical walls are used to divide the horizontal roof line
while maintaining strong visual top with a similar architectural language of the 4story section of the project.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN - COURTYARD ELEVATION (EAST)

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN - STREET ELEVATION (EUCLID)

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN - COURTYARD ELEVATION (WEST)
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS (#3, #4)
CDR-1.7

5

Further study the stoops along Euclid Avenue to ensure they are usable
spaces and integrated into the design of the building. Consider providing a
cover at the entrances to further differentiate the base of the building, create a
transitional element from the exterior to the interior and provide shelter from
the elements.
RESPONSE:
The walkup entry stoops along Euclid were modified so that the private
patios are covered by balconies overhead and are fully integrated into the
architecture. No balconies extend beyond the side yard setback as
required by the zoning code. The terraced landscaping helps provide a
subtle transition from the street through a series of stepped raised
planters and disjointed stoops. Note that landscaping along the Euclid
side yard will include plantings that extend down to natural grade.

PRELIMINARY SITE PLAN - STOOPS
NOT TO SCALE

LARGER RECESSED ENTRY PATIOS
ARTICULATED ENTRY PATH / STEPS
TERRACED LANDSCAPING

CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN - STOOPS
NOT TO SCALE
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS (#5)
CDR-1.8

6

7

8

9

Reconsider the extensive walkways and bridges within and along the main
garden to avoid creation of physical and visual barriers to the main garden
from the street and adjoining residential units. These features should be buried
within the building as much as possible.
The pedestrian path of travel from the parking structure to the residential units
should engage the courtyard rather than bypassing it. The elevators that
extend from the parking structure to the main garden area should terminate at
the ground level.
The stairs and elevators within the main garden should be designed as
terminating and transitional elements that are architecturally compatible to and
of similar quality as the buildings and should be integrated into the residential
buildings themselves. If these features are removed or relocated, consider
additional means of providing terminating and transitional elements within the
main garden.

The design of the long linear central garden has been further broken down into three
gardens with two of the ancillary gardens at main entry points into the project and adjacent
to protected trees. The ancillary garden facing Cordova is designed a semi-public space the
includes an outdoor amphitheater open to neighborhood and will be the probable location for
the public art installation.
Four discreet outdoor staircases are provided in the courtyard to allow residents easy
access the garden without the use of the elevator. These staircases also provide moments
for termination and architectural design features in the courtyard. The central courtyard also
includes special amenities with appropriate adjacencies to the common use areas, such as
a BBQ area, children's play yard, bocce ball court, fire pits, seating and lawn areas. The
oblique angled walkways provide for accessible vertical transitions without the use of ramps
and handrails, and provide a sense of playfulness into the landscape design.

PLAYGROUND OUTDOOR
BBQ AREA

PLANTER
SEATING

OUTDOOR
AMPHITHEATRE

The long central courtyard should be designed to include discreet areas and
appropriately proportioned outdoor rooms that provide a variety of uses and
amenities to ensure usability of the project’s open spaces, while ensuring that
the spaces are not over-programmed. Carefully study the design of the open
spaces to include such features as outdoor cooking/eating space, water and/or
fire features, site furniture, focal elements, etc. Specialty paving should be
used to soften the walkways and gathering spaces. Restudy the oblique angles
in the landscape design to ensure that the open spaces created are useful,
meaningful spaces.
RESPONSE:

MULTI.
PURP.

The circulation around the central courtyard was simplified by the elimination
of one of the three elevators previously proposed. The circulation around the
courtyard also engages the building with building mass elements extending
down to grade with the walkways concealed behind a series of vertical
towers.

GYM

LOBBY |
OFFICES

PLANTER
SEATING

PLANTER
SEATING

LANDSCAPE PLAN - MAIN GARDEN
NOT TO SCALE
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS (#6, #7, #8, #9)
CDR-1.9

10

Further study the articulation of the proposed architectural style to develop a
clear hierarchy, unify the design overall and avoid creation of a single building
with multiple, disconnected styles. In addition, further study the project’s
response to Pasadena’s architectural heritage, including historically significant
modern designs in the vicinity. For Concept Design Review, explain why the
chosen style is appropriate and provides real benefits to the City.
RESPONSE:
The architectural style and language proposed is modern with a
contemporary twist. The core value of the design ethos continues to
embody strong horizontal planes intercepted by vertical mass elements.
To further study the architectural style of the project and respond to
Pasadena's architectural heritage, we reflected upon a few case studies in
Pasadena. The two particular buildings that provided a modern design
influence were Lionel V. Mayell's Whispering Waters (1961) and Regency
Del Mar Complex (1966),
Both buildings incorporate architectural elements that reflect the traditional
values of modern architecture. Specifically, the form of the buildings is
defined by the structural components which are clearly expressed with
refined detail. In each case, the design of each building strategically uses
mass and articulation of the horizontal floor and roof plates to add
character to the building facade without straying away from the modern
architecture style they have established.
The proposed housing development at Cordova and Euclid will continue the
architectural legacy of the modern style for multi-family housing in
Pasadena with a refined design that reflects the current demographics and
design practices found today.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS (#10)
CDR-1.10

11

Further study how the landscape design and the building design can be more
integrated and interconnected and address the design issues with both aspects
of the design, as outlined in these comments.

RESPONSE:
The overall landscape design was simplified to be more cohesive with the
architectural design. Alternative landscape designs were explored, but
ultimately the straightforward modern and rectilinear design of the architecture
felt most appropriate for the landscape design concept as well.

12

Explore ways to celebrate the main entry along Euclid Avenue, particularly in
response to the proposed preservation of protected trees at that location.

RESPONSE:
GROUND FLOOR PLAN - COMMUNITY SPACES

The main entry point located along both Cordova and Euclid create celebrated
entries while remaining mindful about the mature trees located at each
respective location site.

1" = 50'

The entry courtyard along Euclid was relocated to better align with the
protected tree. Common use program spaces such at the community multipurpose room and gym were also relocated adjacent to the garden in order to
better activate the space and provide a more appropriate side entry and
transitional experience into the site.

Cordova

The courtyard garden along Cordova maximizes the width between buildings to
incorporate a large garden space that can function as an outdoor amphitheater
to host public events and gatherings. This semi-public ancillary garden is
enclosed by a series of exterior walkways supported by columns which allows
the architecture to further engage amphitheater and provide a canvas for the
public art installation.

MultiPuropose
Room

Gym

Euclid
LANDSCAPE PLAN
NOT TO SCALE
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS (#11, #12)
CDR-1.11

13

Consider relocating bicycle storage from the basement.
RESPONSE:
Bicycle storage has been relocated to the ground floor and now
has its own room located on the south side of site. Users no
longer have to access the semi-subterranean garage to store
their bikes but rather now circulate through the main garden
space to do so.
BICYCLE
STORAGE

14

MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM

GYM

JAN.
CLOSET

LOBBY
MAIL
OFFICE

Ensure that future drawing submitted are clear and legible.
RESPONSE:
Use of labels and color hatches will add clarity.

Consider whether isolating the community use at the corner is
creating limitations and restrictions on the design

CORDOVA ST.

15

RESPONSE:
The community spaces have been relocated adjacent to the
Euclid garden entry and within the glazed building volume found
on the immediate corner of Euclid and Cordova. The
community spaces adjacent to the Euclid entry are intended to
be informal, such as multi-purpose room and gym, whereas the
community uses at the corner are intended for more formal uses
such as the manager's office, leasing office, conference room,
meeting rooms, and mailroom, with a resident's lounge at the
third floor and roof deck which provides the best views of the
city. The location of these spaces engages the all aspects of
the Main garden spaces including both ancillary gardens.

TRASH

S. EUCLID AVE.

TRASH

GROUND FLOOR PLAN - COMMUNITY SPACES
1" = 40'
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS (#13, #14, #15)
CDR-1.12

C

B

D

A

Preliminary Figure Ground Plan

Concept Figure Ground Plan

Preliminary Site Plan Investigation - Courtyard and Landscape Blocking

Concept Site Plan - Courtyard and Landscaping

Initial Ground Floor Plan Investigation - Program and Unit Distribution

Concept Ground Floor Plan - Program and Unit Distribution

The spread above displays the tranformations that have been made to the building footprint as the
design was refined, altered, and improved.
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DESIGN EVOLUTION
CDR-2.0

Design investigations were conducted to respond both to the site and the city's garden requirements. Shape and
organizational strategies were tested for garden size, tree preservation, and well locations to preserve mature and
healthy trees on the site while contributing additional planting and greenery in the central courtyard and site perimeter.

Massing Study 1 (Closest to Concept Proposal)

Massing Study 2

PROS
• 8 of 13 Trees Preserved
• 3 + 4 Stories / 86 Units
• Multiple Courtyard Entries
• Fulfill's City's Garden Requirements

PROS
• 8 of 13 Trees Preserved
• Multiple Courtyard Entries
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Massing Study 3
CONS
• 3-Stories / 84 Units
• Complicated Circulation (Multiple
Elevators)
• Does not fulfill city's Garden
Requirements

CONCEPT DESIGN REVIEW SUBMITTAL

PROS
• All Protected Trees Preserved

CONS
• 3 Stories / 81 Units
• Lacks Consistency
• Inefficient Circulation
• Does not fulfill City's Garden Requirements

DESIGN EVOLUTION
CDR-2.1

Initial Massing Study and Site Blocking
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Preliminary Consultation Massing and Facade

CONCEPT DESIGN REVIEW SUBMITTAL

3 STORIES

4 STORIES

4 STORIES

3 STORIES

The building design originates from a 6 block massing study that was conducted on the area of the site. The massing was driven by
response to existing tree locations and desired unit count and sized. Upon development, the project has experienced several changes in
height distribution, facade design/language, and circulation patterns. Changes were made to the design to better suit the City of Pasadena's
Garden Requirements and Tree Protection Guidelines while retaining comfort and efficiency in the layout and functionality.

Current Conceptual Massing and Facade

DESIGN EVOLUTION
CDR-2.2

ANSCILLARY
ENTRY GARDEN

AMPHITHEATER
BIKE
STOR.

RAMP

CENTRAL COURTYARD

M.P.
ROOM

GYM
LOBBY

DRIVEWAY
ANSCILLARY
ENTRY GARDEN

SITE PLAN
1/32" = 1'
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SITE PLAN
CDR-3.0

UTILITY | JANITOR
CLOSET

BIKE
STORAGE

TRASH
BUSINESS CENTER
PARCEL
OFFICE
CONF.

LOBBY

MULTIPURPOSE

GYM

TRASH

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
STUDIO
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1 BD

1 BD + DEN

2 BD

1/32" = 1'

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
CDR-3.1

TRASH

LOUNGE

OPEN TO BELOW

TRASH

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
STUDIO
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1 BD

1 BD + DEN

2 BD

1/32" = 1'

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
CDR-3.2

TRASH

MULTIPURPOSE

TRASH

THIRD FLOOR PLAN
STUDIO
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1 BD

1 BD + DEN

2 BD

1/32" = 1'

THIRD FLOOR PLAN
CDR-3.3

TRASH

MULTIPURPOSE

ROOF DECK

TRASH

THIRD FLOOR PLAN
STUDIO
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1 BD

1 BD + DEN

2 BD

1/32" = 1'

FOURTH FLOOR PLAN
CDR-3.4

ROOF PLAN
1/32" = 1'

HEIGHT LEGEND

861.50' (37.00') WALKWAY

871.50' (47.00')

861.50' (37.00')

874.00' (49.50')

864.00' (39.50')
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ROOF PLAN
CDR-3.5

WEST ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION
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ELEVATIONS
CDR-4.0

WEST COURTYARD ELEVATION

EAST COURTYARD ELEVATION
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ELEVATIONS
CDR-4.1

NORTH ELEVATION
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ELEVATIONS
CDR-4.2

LANDSCAPE PLAN - OPTION 1
NOT TO SCALE

LANDSCAPE PLAN - OPTION 2
NOT TO SCALE
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CONCEPT LANDSCAPE DESIGNS
CDR-5.0
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EXTERIOR RENDERINGS
CDR-6.0

